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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the context of changing water policy in the arid
West, the Natural Resources Center, the Native American
Studies Center and the Southwest Hispanic Research
Institute at the University of New Mexico organized an
Upper Rio Grande Working Group to advance a comprehensive
declaration of
about water issues from the
perspective of traditipnal users in the region:
Pueblo
tribes, aceguia or ditch associations, and mutual domestic
water associations.
In the format of a preliminary report
presented at a Symposium at Ghost Ranch September 9-11,
1985, the declaration enumerates a variety of major issues
judged by the Working Group as the most important local and
regional problems within five substantive areas:
Development
Education
Water Policy
Administration
Infrastructure.
The input of the Symposium participants are summarized in
the "Symposium Proceedings."
In the area of DEVELOPMENT, the declaration recognizes
the need for continued economic growth in the region but
calls for development of options which are consistent with
the cultural values of Pueblo tribes and Hispanic rural
settlements, including the need to retain water rights for
traditional uses.
Specific issues in the declaration of
concerns include:
(a) the lack of incentives for
innovative uses of water, (b) the need for more targeted
technical assistance, especially in the area of
agricultural marketing, and, (c) the increasing pressure on
traditional communities to sell their water rights in the
open marketplace.
By way of recommendations, the
declaration advances a corresponding set of solutions and
action agendas:
1.

A comprehensive rural policy at the state level
should be developed and implemented in . order to
balance the needs of rural and urban areas;

2.

The productivity of irrigated agriculture within
the traditional communities should be improved
taking into account key factors such as crop
selection, scale and size of farms, marketing,
and governmental policies;

3•

In pa r t i c u 1 a r , t h e ma r k e t in g of the r e g i on ' s
agricultural goods should be improved through the
use of cooperatives and with the support of a
state
marketing company;

4.

Technical assistance services should be developed
which will enhance self-reliance at a scale
appropriate to community and tribal agricultural
enterprizes;

5.

Other self-reliance enterprizes such as cottage
industries and local tourism businesses should be
studied for their development potential.

As a second substantive area, the declaration
identifies needs and recommendations related to EDUCATION.
First, traditional water users themselves need to learn
more about existing water laws, procedures, policies and
institutions, particularly with regard to the protection of
existing water rights.
At a second, but equally important
level, the general public and government officials need to
appreciate the crucial role that \-later resources play in
the maintenance and continued survival of traditional and
aboriginal cultures of the region.
Specific
recommendations include:
6.

A system of state and regional clearinghouses
should be established for the purpose of
disseminating information to traditional water
users, public administrators who regulate water
use, water policy-makers, and the general public;

7.

Alternatively, existing field off ices of state
agencies and the New Mexico Water Resources
Research Institute should assign outreach and
public relations personnel responsible for the
dissemination of water information;

a.

The state's universities and colleges should
offer water-related seminars throughout the
state, while the public schools should
incorporate water resource .curricula as part ·of
the standard course offerings.

In the area of WATER POLICY, the declaration of
concerns noted that New Mexico water policies do not
provide sufficient protection for the rights and needs of
traditional water users, and instead the polices consider
water solely as a property right whose use can be sold to

the highest bidder.
Additionally, the forfeiture
provisions discourage conservation and innovative uses by
the traditional communities.
One underlying issue is the
absence of comprehensive water planning at the state level
which could balance the competing water needs of
development, environmental protection, and traditional
water users.
In the absence of such a plan, the Office of
the State Engineer is able to exercise a great deal of
discretion with respect to water policy issues, often to
the detriment of the traditional water users.
Specific
recommendations in the declaration of concerns include:
9.

Traditional water users should press for
countywide planning and zoning favorable to small
scale agriculture;

10.

At the state level, the traditional water users
should call for a comprehensive state water
policy and planning process which would involve a
wide spectrum of participants;

11.

The State Engineer's Office should adhere to the
existing requirement that the office conduct an
independent assessment of the consequences of
proposed water rights transfers;

12.

N e w Me x i c o w a t e r 1 a w s t a t u t e s s h o u 1 d be
strengthened in order to better protect the
rights of traditional water users, especially
with regard to a broad interpretation of public
welfare and conservation impacts of proposed
water rights transfers.
Proposed water rights
transfers should not be approved unless the
applicant can prove beyond reasonable doubt that
the transfer is consistent with the public
welfare of the community, region and state;

13.

The forfeiture provision should be modified to
encourage conservation and collective ownership
of water rights threatened by forfeiture;

14.

Alternatives to litigation ·should be explored;
mediation, negotiated settlements or arbitration
could help reduce excessive reliance on the
courts;

15.

Current laws and polices should be modified to
address problems related to the proliferation of
local domestic water supply systems and special
districts.
Formation of water agencies should be
integrated with the county planning process.

Closely related to policy issues are a number of
concerns about the ADMINISTRATION of water resources and
programs.
These concerns include lack of coordination
between governmental agencies, overlapping jurisdictions,
failure to serve clientele, and problems with local
management systems within the traditional communities
themselves.
By way of specific solutions in this fourth
substantive area, the declaration of concerns recommends:
16.

A New Mexico Sitate Water Board should be created
to hear and resolve appeals resulting from
decisions made by the Office of the State
Engineer;

17.

In addition, a one-stop clearinghouse should be
established to coordinate the dissemination of
information across administrative boundaries;

18.

Alternatively, resource persons within existing
water agencies should be designated as
information specialists ·under the direction of a
single
in state government;

19.

Current communication practices by the multitude
of tribal, local, county, state and federal water
agencies should be improved in order to
coordinate the diverse jurisdictions and to
enhance cooperative efforts;

20.

Local water user organizations, including those
within traditional communi ties, should implement
changes in administrative practices which will
increase public participation and member
education.

In the f i f t h and l a s t substantive area,
INFRASTRUCTURE, the declaration of concerns describes
numerous problems associated with the physical
characteristics of water delivery systems:
(a) maintenance
requirements of irrigation ditches; (b) constant erosion,
flooding, seepage, and sedimentation; {c) outdated domestic
supply systems with inadequate rate structures to finance
major repairs; and {d) limited governmental financial·
assistance.
Specific recommendations in this area of
concern include:
21.

Federal discretionary funding such as the
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) should
be continued and be made available to community
irrigation projects on a high priority basis;

i..v

22.

State financial support for mutual domestic
systems should be increased to include the true
costs of amortization, operations and
maintenance, and depreciation;

23.

Financial grants should be conditioned upon
adequate provision of u t i l i t y rates and
depreciation reserves on a mandatory basis;

24.

Local water systems, irrigation and mutual
domestics, should explore methods for generating
local revenue such as increasing rates,
developing water trusts or banking systems,
leasing of surplus water rights, and other
cooperative ventures;

25.

At the organizational level, the water systems
within traditional communities should explore
ways for consolidating services across individual
systems in order to reduce costs and improve
delivery;
·

26.

Additionally, community water associations
(irrigation and domestic) should establish
regional organizations for mutual self-help,
technical assistance, and advocacy;

27.

Appropriate technologies such as alternative
ditch lining methods, drip irrigation, cluster
wells, and the use of surplus water storage tanks
should be encouraged.

v

PREFACE

During the past century, water policy in the arid West
has centered on the capture and application of the region's
scarce water

supplies.

This development focus has been

created and implemented largely by a coalition of urban and
agricultural interests who have skillfully tapped a
"reclamation ethic" having substantial national support.
review of the historical

record,

however,

A

reveals that at

least two groups in the West have only marginally benefited
from the developmental pol icy.

Ironically,

these two

groups -- Indian tr'ibes throughout the West and rural
Hispanics in the upper reaches of the Rio Grande in
northern New Mexico and southern Colorado -- are the
traditional water-users,

the oldest societies in the region

and nation.
Tribal water

use is aboriginal

in character and

Hispanic aceguias date from the seventeenth century.
Today,

the viability of Indian and Hispanic communities is

threatened as the West enters a new era of water management
in which the old institutions and policies are eroding and
in some cases even crumbling.

The changing rules of the

water game are particularly troublesome to traditional
water users because they occur
for

example,

just as tribal governments,

are finally achieving some success in the

vi..

courts.

The aftermath of the San Juan-Chama water

development project has forced confrontations between
Pueblo Indians and Hispanics in the protracted and costly
Aamodt court suit and its yet to be litigated relatives in
other parts of the basin.

Throughout the region,

there is

increased pressure for the sale and transfer of water
rights away from the irrigation uses that have been so
fundamentally central to traditional and indigenous
cultures.
Despite these problems,

an excellent opportunity

exists for both Indians and Hispanics to assert their
interests in the ·reshaping of water policies and
institutions.

In this context,

the University of New

f·1exico' s Natural Resources Center,
Research Institute,

the Southwest Hispanic

and the Native American Studies Center

organized an Upper Rio Grande Working Group in January of
1985.

The group consisted of a small

number

leaders concerned with water policy issues.
grant from the Ford Foundation,

of

regional

Supported by a

the goals of the Working

Group were to identify and promote the interests of
traditional water users.

The members of the Working Group

were invited to serve as individuals rather than as
representatives of any organization.

(For

a

brief

biographical sketch of each member, see Appendix 1.)
The Working Group met for a full day on four different
occasions over the space of five months to produce a draft
of this report.

The draft was then used as the basis for a

Symposium held September 9-11, 1985, at the Ghost Ranch
Conference Center.

See Appendix 4 for a 1 isting of the

approximately seyenty participants.

The Symposium thus

provided an opportunity for leaders from among the
traditional water users and individuals influential in
water affairs to discqss the water issues affecting the
Upper Rio Grande.

This final declaration of concerns as

modified after the Symposium,
opinion of the Working Group.

represents the collective
While many, if not most, of

the Symposium participants subscribe to much of the Report,
no effort was made to obtain an endorsement of it.

Natural Resources Center
UNM School of Law
Native American
Studies Center
UNM

Southwest Hispanic
Research Institute
UNM
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DECLARATION OF CONCERNS

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The New Mexico stretch of the Upper Rio Grande lies
between the Colorado border and the Otowi Bridge crossing
on the road from Santa Fe to Los Alamos.
watershed are the home for

This area and its

two cultures whose communities

are among the oldest precolonial and colonial settlements
on the North American continent.
inhabitants of the ·area,

The Pueblos,

the

were engaged in

irrigated agriculture for centuries before the first
appearance of Europeans on the continent.

The first

permanent Hispanic settlement of the region dates from 1598
at San Gabriel,

across the Rio Grande from San Juan Pueblo

near the contemporary town of Espanola.
Despite the disparate origins of the two cultures,
common characteristic has always been the central
given to water.

The region's springs,

lakes,

a

role

and rivers

are an integral part of Pueblo cultural and religious
heritage.

Hispanic society,

1 a r g e me as u r e a round water •
systems,

too,

has been organized

Communi t y

a ceg ui a s ,

di t ch

typically carry streamflow from diversion points

upstream to points of use downstream.

Members of the

acequia association have always contributed labor for
maintenance of ditches and repair of gates,

and the acequia

consistently has been the focus of community life.

1

Understanding the concerns of traditional water
first

begins with an appreciation of the historical

importance of

to

cultures.

water has been nothing

the

users

Historically,

lifeblood of

indigenous and traditional

the community.

Therefore,

less than

it should not

be surprising that threats to traditional water
evoke strong emotions.

More than water

is at

rights

stake.

The

cultural heritage of these groups is being threatened.

INTRODUCTION
The following
related to water

sections identify the major

in the Upper Rio Grande

concerns are considered the most
regional
areas:

region.

administration,

and

These

important local and

problems and are presented in five
development,

issues

education,

infrastructure.

substantive

water policy,

Further

distinctions

are drawn between issues specific to acequias,

mutual

domestic systems and between Pueblo and Hispanic
communities.

. (See Appendix 2 for a complete listing of the

concerns identified by the Working Group.)
Within each area,
in order to

policy recommendations are presented

stimulate discussion among traditional water

users and other water

interests.

The

recommendations are

intended to be constructive strategies for

change which

will both protect the rights of traditional water users and
help improve regional water management practices.

2

THE CHALLENGE OF DEVELOPMENT

Issues
The Upper Rio Grande region is a
environment.

Within the region,

unique and fragile

there is substantial

opposition to economic development which threatens or
damages

indigenous and tradi tiona! communities.

the communities recognize a need for
development.

The task

However,

continued economic

is to encourage the economic

activities that will enhance . rather. than disrupt regional
economies.

The value of rural areas needs to be preserved

and carefully maintained.
Development affects traditional water
\'lays.

First,

users in two

the opportunities for water-dependent local

development are quite limited.

There is a

need for

development options which are consistent with traditional
values and at the same time which allow for
of precious water rights.

the retention

Second, there is a need to limit

and control the adverse impacts which result from
non-traditional economic development within the region.

Of

course, we do not oppose the growth and diversification of
the regional economy,

but we feel

strongly that unplanned

growth poses significant threats to traditional water
users'

water

rights and supplies which in turn threatens

the region's traditional communities.
Lack of Incentives for

Innovative Use of Water.

Within traditional communities,

the lack of economic

development opportunities results in population loss and
3

family displacement as the young are forced to relocate to
make a living.

These problems may be made worse by water

policies since there are few incentives for innovative uses
and in some cases,
For example,

actual prohibitions on new practices.

users of acequia water may not be allowed to

use irrigation water for making adobes or to lease water
even though such activities might provide needed jobs and
revenues.
Need for Technical Assistance.
there is a need,

In a

especially among. farmers,

technical assistance for

similar vein,
for

improved

developing and marketing locally

produced goods and ·services.

Although state· and federal

governments provide some assistance,

effective help is

D.Q.t

being provided to the region's traditional water users.
Pressure to Sell Water Rights.

A number of

traditional communities face increasing competition for
scarce water resources from the introduction of new and
sometimes unplanned development.

Water laws provide little

economic incentive for traditional users to retain water
for agricultural

use.

traditional water

users can

make more money by selling land and/or water

rights to

resort developers,
interests.

. Often,

residential subdividers,

Unfortunately,

or mining

such development is allowed

wfthout adequate regard to water availability.

Prime

agricultural land is lost and negative impacts on the
quality of life in traditional communities result.

4

Recommendations
Overall,

a comprehensive rural policy needs to be

developed and implemented at the state level.
problems go beyond a lack of capital.

The region's

Development policies

are oriented toward urban development and should be
redesigned to balance the needs of rural and urban areas.
Traditionally,

irrigated agriculture has occupied a

role in the regional economy.

key

Much can be done to improve

the productivity of traditional water users who still
engage in farming.
agr

Although

is not the only option,

irrigated
the Working Group has

given it special consideration.
Agricultural Productivity.
agriculture productivity,

To improve

irrigated

one must consider a number of

interrelated factors including crop selection,
scale of farms,
the region,

marketing,

and governmental policies.

agriculture is constrained by a

short growing season,

small plots,

volatile and limited market,
governmental assistance.

size and
In

relatively

lack of capital,

a

and limited or ineffective

Many traditional water

users

therefore are only able to farm on a part-time basis.
Agriculture is extremely important to traditional
water users because it provides supplemental income and
foodstuffs which benefit both individuals and the regional
economy.

More

importantly,

agriculture is an essential

activity in the region's community life.
is great potential

We believe there

for agricultural development.
5

This is

especially true for

the Indian Pueblos,

many of whom have

relatively large tracts of prime land coupled with
sufficient wate+ supplies.
agricultural

Although the pace of

development will be determined by individuals

and each Pueblo, a number of steps can be taken to improve
the environment for agricultural development.
Marketing.

Marketing of the region's agricultural

goods can be improved by the active development of regional
marketing systems.

Specifically, local produce can be sold

more effectively in local markets.

State government should

establish priorities to support regional marketing and
could set an important example by using locally grown
produce in schools and other state institutions.

We

support the continued development of agricultural
cooperatives,

but active support from governmental

officials is essential.
establish a

Another

possibility

is to

state agricultural marketing company to

negotiate contracts with state agencies and local farmers
that guarantee necessary quality and quantity.
Retail marketing efforts can also be improved.

Since

wholesaling typically means lower prices and higher
volumes,

small farmers are often .at a

Farmers markets,

"you pick" fields,

disadvantage.

and roadside stands

should be encouraged because they provide opportunities for
traditional water users to retain essential water
while earning needed income.

6

rights

Technical Assistance.
to be improved.

An

Agricultural assistance needs

agricultural

development

strategy that

is specifically designed to \#Tork within the region must be
developed.

Specializing in high value,

labor-intensive

crops is one possiblity.

Overall,

flexible,

strategies are needed.

Responsiblity

self-reliance

for

assistance primarily lies with state
extent,· federal

agencies.

technical
to a lesser

Unfortunately,

technical

assistance currently leaves much to be desired.
Technical assistance services are largely located in
Las Cruces at New t·iexico State University.
the only problem.

Generally,

Distance is not

technical assistance is not

responsive to the needs of the small scale,

family

agriculture commonly found in the Upper Rio Grande region.
Local support facilities

such as the regional

experiment

station at Alcalde and county extension offices, tend to be
underfunded and understaffed.

Therefore,

we recommend both

the expansion of existing services and the development of
new, more responsive programs within the region.
Continued Study.
problems of the region,
agriculture.

Solutions to the development
of course,

Other types of self

are not confined to

reliance

strategies

such

as cottage industries need to be encouraged because they
allow for

development without disrupting traditional and

indigenous communities.

Locally-initiated activities such

as tour ism can also improve the economy.

However,

a

cautious approach is recommended since uncontrolled tourist

7

developments may lead to situations which neither

improve

local economies nor encourage the protection of indigenous
and traditional cul.tures.

There is a need for active state

leadership as well as continued study in these areas.
Comprehensive development str3.tegies need to be carefully
conceived and implemented.

The process should be open and

responsive to the public.

EDUCATION

Issues
Improvements in education can help address many of
the problems encountered by traditional water users.
Education of Traditional Water Users.

Traditional

water users need to learn more about existing water laws,
policies,
crucial

procedures,

and institutions.

For many,

the

importance of adjudication procedures as well as

current water litigation is neither fully
appreciated.

understood nor

Traditional water users need a

understanding about the ways in which water

better

rights can be

protected.
Along the same lines,

Indian tribes within the region

can benefit from improvements in education.

For example, a

better understanding of the array of costs and benefits of
the strategies for protecting and,
the legal

in some cases, expanding

recognition of aboriginal water

8

rights would be

beneficial.

Further research on alternatives to litigation

such as negotiated settlements needs to be conducted and
research results disseminated to the tribes.
A related educational problem concerns recognition of
the rights and responsibilities of tradi tiona! water user
organizations.

In some cases,

members of acequias or

mutual domestics do not understand the association's powers
and procedures.

Misunderstanding may result in numerous

management problems.
users is a

To a great extent,

educating water

responsibility of the state,

but this

responsibility certainly must be shared by local water user
associations.
Education of the General Public and Public Officials.
Beginning at the elementary school level,

there is a need

for general education on water, water management, and water
problems.

This is especially true for

the state's newest

citizens who often do not appreciate the crucial role that
water plays in traditional and indigenous cultures.
example,

For

the historical importance of water in the

development of the region's economy and political
institutions is not stressed enough in current curricula.
Public off

too,

need to be educated about the

rights and concerns of traditional water

users.

Familiarity with the region and its water issues must
become a top priority for

local,

state,

policymakers and their staffs.

and federal water

In sum,

a holistic,

comprehensive view of water needs to be taught to counter
the prevalent notion that water is merely an economic
commodity.
9

Recommendations

Educational solutions are implied or specifically
mentioned in most . of the other sections because education
is an essential prerequisite to meaningful change.
Generally speaking, educational. efforts need to be directed
toward four

groups:

traditional water users,

administrators who regulate water use,
and the general public.

Overall,

public

water policymakers,

a wealth of

information

is available and there is a growing interest in water
issues.

Lack of information or interest therefore

as problematic as
strategies for

is access to information.

Effective

disseminating information need to be

developed for all groups concerned with water
tY'e all share the responsibility for
resources.

is not

resources.

learning about water

We also must ensure ·that water

information is

widely disseminated.
Improving Access to Water

Information.

A state

clearinghouse presented as an administrative solution below
could also improve access to water

information.

Regional

clearinghouses could also act as information centers.
However,

our intention is not to create an unnecessary

bureaucratic structure.

Perhaps it· would be better to

assign outreach and public relations functions to
established field offices of state agencies such as the
Environmental Improvement Division or the Office of the
State Engineer.
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The State's educational
an increased role.

institutions should also play

Specifically,

universities and colleges

should continue to develop water-related seminars and
exhibits.

The New Mexico Water Resources Research

Institute should hold water conferences throughout the
state in lieu of the recent tendency to meet primarily in
Las Cruces.
Legislation should be enacted to fund such activities
and the universities should seek foundation support.
Specific legislation should be drafted which requires
incorporation of water

resource curricula beginning at the

elementary school level.

WATER RESOURCES POLICY

Issues
A number of water problems are related to current
water laws and policies.

New Mexico water policies do n.Qt

provide sufficient protection for

the rights,

concerns of tradi tiona! water users.
prior appropriation system,
right.
sold,

water

needs,

and

Under the New Mexico

is considered a

property

Because the right to use water can be bought and
wealthy and powerful

For example,

individuals tend to be favored.

resort developments increasingly purchase

agricultural water

rights.

Unfortunately,

the impacts of

water transfers upon traditional communities rarely are
considered.
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Disputes over

transfers and other water

rights claims

typically must be resolved in court proceedings.
Litigation is especially costly for traditional water users
and in many situations,
ineffective.

legal solutions are partial or

For example,

aboriginal titles to waterways

often are ignored and rights of access for Pueblo religious
purposes are denied in some situations.
Certain traditional uses of acequia water such as
livestock watering and drawing water for household uses are
not

permitted by current

forfeiture provisions,

state laws.

Moreover,

the "use. it or lose it" principle,

discourage both. conservation and innovative use by
traditional water users.
Need for Water Planning.

An underlying problem is the

absence of comprehensive water planning beyond the city and
county level.

The lack of a state water plan that balances

the competing water needs of development,
users,

traditional water

and environmental protection is evident.

planning process,

there is no forum for

equitable and efficient water pol icy.

Without a
developing

The absence of a

regional or state approach to water management has resulted
in a number of problems.

A g·o o d

proliferation of domestic water
districts.

e x amp 1 e

i s

the

systems and special

Many of these organizations are very small with

limited resources.
often result.

Water quality and quantity problems

Unfortunately,

these problems may be

becoming worse as the demand for
increases.

,

')

scarce water

resources

Role of the State Engineer.

A central element in New

Mexico water management is the Office of the State
Engineer.

The .. State Engineer has been predictable and

consistent in his handling of \'later disputes.

He strictly

interprets state water statutes which allow for a seniority
system of water rights,
for

the prior appropriation system, and

the transfer of water

rights from one user to another

as long as such transfers conform to beneficial use,
nonimpairment, and public welfare criteria.
Unfortunately,

the current State Engineer's strict

interpretation of existing statutes and agreements often
leaves traditional water users at a
example,

disadvantage.

For

the State Engineer's responsibility to deliver

water to municipal and industrial downstream users is not
balanced by an equal concern for

protecting the legitimate

rights of traditional water users upstream,
small farmers.

especially

Although current state statutes require the

Engineer to make an independent assessment of the
consequences of water rights transfers,

only hydrologic and

economic consequences are usually considered.
While in some cases the Engineer

is merely enforcing

the 1 a w s,

this office ex e r c i.s e s a

discretion.

In addition,

great de a i

of

some water problems may be caused

. in part by this Off ice's lack of an effective program to
explain to traditional water
responsibilities.

users their

The extensive

use of litigation to

water conflicts is another
point.

rights and legal

important case in

Judicial decrees against illegal water use have not
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been enforced in a uniform,

consistent

fashion.

Moreover,

it is not clear whether the responsibility to enforce
judicial decisions belongs to the State Engineer or to the
courts.
Along another dimension,
state water planning is due,

the lack of comprehensive
at least in part,

to the

preferences of the State Engineer rather than to an absence
of need.

A federal

judge's recent description of New

Mexico water policy reflects the preference for a market
approach to water management:
••• irrigated agriculture will gradually be cannibalized as market forces transfer water to municipal
and industrial uses (Mem. Op., El Paso v. Reynolds,
et.al.,l/17/83, 32).
Unfortunately,

no comprehensive state water plan exists to

regulate or structure water transfers and a number of
conflicts result.

The need for a state plan stems from our

perception that considerable data related to water is
available yet not assembled in any one document subject to
public review.

We find it disheartening to note that

developers have plans for

using water whereas most local

communities, regions, and the state do not.
Recommendations
Planning.
and natural

Preserving our

state's cultural heritage

resources requires a concerted,

and thoughtful effort.

coordinated,

Without such an effort,

water

policy is formulated in a piecemeal fashion by isolated and
uncoordinated court decisions,
administrative actions.

legislation,

and

Traditional water users of the
14

Upper Rio Grande region are left vulnerable to outside
interests in the same '!lay that Southern New Mexico water
users are threatened by El Paso's attempts to acquire
water.
Protection of

region's water

resources requires

long range strategies above and beyond water statutes.
Traditional water users must look beyond water policy to
underlying land use decisions.

Specifically,

zoning

ordinances and other means of controlling development must
be carefully developed and implemented.

Countywide

planning and zoning is specifically recommended as a way
for

traditional water

best to

users to develop consensus about how

respond to the pressures of development.

Because

development often affects Pueblos, we recommend that Pueblo
representatives be actively recruited and involved in
municipal and county planning and zoning activities.
In many counties,
strengthened.
example,

subdivision ordinances must be

The designation of agricultural zones,

for

might reduce the pressure to sell agricultural

water rights to residential developers.

By the same token,

developers would have a better idea about where water and
land is readily available as well· as know what type of
development is in line with the desires of the community •
.Subdivision restrictions should be carefully reviewed and
revised according to the priorities of local communities.
At the state level,
development of a

we concede the necessity for

comprehensive state water plan.

Yet a

comprehensive water plan must be the result of a
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"bottom-up" process whereby local preferences are made
paramount

in matters exclusive to their

water plan must

region.

A state

involve a wide spectrum of participants

through a

carefully designed process of democratic

consensus

building.

It

is essential that any water

\

planning process

the active participation of the

Pueblo tribes within the region on terms which they
consider equitable.

In short,

a

public planning process

must be community based and inclusive of all

elements

within the region.
A document developed by an open planning process \"lill
serve as a

guide or general

framework

for

policymakers rather than as a specific directive.
should identify existing and potential

water

The plan

future problems

related to water as well as develop priorities for
Current policies should also be

addressing these problems.

evaluated carefully and integrated within the state water
plan.

We note that such a document,

followed by effective

implementation, will provide a means to protect the State's
precious water
protect the

resources from other

states as well as

rights of established water

users within

regions of the state.
Water Rights Transfers.

New Mexico water law statutes

should be strengthened in order to better protect the
rights of
the water
a

traditional water

users.

statutes which govern water

step in the right direction

Recent amendments to
rights transfers are

(See Appendix 3, 1m

These amendments direct the State Engineer
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to evaluate

proposed water rights transfer according to a wide range of
criteria including nonimpairment,
whether the proposed transfer

beneficial use,

and

is contrary to water

conservation and the public welfare of the state.

In

addition,

is

legal standing to protest a proposed transfer

granted to anyone who will be substantially and
specifically affected.

In many cases,

this will allow

traditional water users and their organizations to closely
monitor water rights transfers.
amended,

However, the laws, even as

are stated in general terms which still may allow

for considerable discretion in their application.

There is

no assurance that. the rights of tradi tiona! water
will

be protected.

However,

users

the recent decision of Judge

Encinias in the Ensenada ditch case in Rio Arriba County
does offer that protection, and we support that decision.
Current laws require the State Engineer to make an
independent assessment of the consequences of water

rights

We strongly endorse strict compliance with this

transfers.
requirement.

Because \'later rights transfers

usually have

consequences above and beyond impairment of specific
supplies,

decisions based solely upon hydrological evidence

are insufficient,
water users.

especially in cases involving tradi tiona!

The consequences of proposed water

rights

·transfers should be carefully assessed according to the
effect upon public welfare or conservation broadly
interpreted.
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In the Upper Rio Grande region,

it is especially

important that the public welfare nQt. be evaluated solely
by economic criteria.
of water

The cultural and environmental value

in this area is not accurately reflected by the

price of a water right in the marketplace.

Indigenous

Indian and traditional Hispanic communi ties are the basis
of the State's cultural heritage and the environmental and
historical values of the region's rural areas .m.J.Uit. be given
due consideration.

These communities are crucial,

strictest economic terms,
However,

in the

to New Mexico's economy.

their needs are seldom considered when calculating

the "highest beneficial use" of water.

Water

rights

transfers which undermine the viability of indigenous and
traditional communities and the rural quality of life
therefore must be carefully assessed and in many cases,
must be prohibited.
Impairment.
impairment

Closely related is the

in water

rights transfers.

issue of proving
In many cases,

burden of proof is not evenly distributed.

the

Traditional

water users typically do not have the financial

or legal

resources to prevent impairment of their water

rights.

When the financial

resources of ·existing water

holders are found to be inadequate,

rights

legal assistance should

be provided at public expense so that traditional water
users can participate effectively in water
proceedings.
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rights

Forfeiture.

Another concern among many tradi tiona!

water users is the forfeiture provision of state water
statutes

water rights owners must use their water

to

rights.

retain water

A relatively easy solution would

be to allow water rights owners to show good faith as a
means to avoid forfeiture.

More generally, such provisions

appear to be biased against water conservation because
there is no incentive to conserve if a
whatever water is saved.

rightholder loses

In consequence,

we recommend a

study to evaluate the merits of modifying this provision.
One possibility is to encourage collective ownership of
water rights to prevent forfeiture.
Alternatives to Litigation.
notoriously costly,
time-consuming.

Water litigation is

relatively ineffective,

Seeking redress

and

in district court is a

costly procedure that might be avoided entirely in many
cases if alternative means were available.
formal

litigation, mediation,

negotiation,

In contrast to
and arb! tration

are techniques worthy of consideration.
Local Domestic Water Systems.

Current laws and

policies should also be modified to address problems
related to the proliferation of local water supplies and
special districts.

In some situations,

expanding existing

domestic water systems or districts would be more efficient
due to economies of scale as opposed to allowing the
formation of new systems.

Each proposed formation of a

water and sanitation district,
19

for

example,

should be

carefully evaluated with specific reference to existing
local water supplies,
communities,

traditional and indigenous

and the natural

environment.

Moreover,

developing new systems should be coordinated with county
land-use planning processes.
Consolidating existing systems,
maintenance personnel among small,

sharing operations and
mutual domestic systems,

and pr:oviding improved technical assistance are specific
solutions which should be considered as means to improve
domestic services.

Responsibility for

integrating and

improving local domestic water systems must
the affected region.

Therefore,

we

reside within

specifically

recommend

that county planning agencies develop plans--subject to
public review--for

implementing an effective operations and

maintenence program for all small water systems within
their jurisdictions.

WATER RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION

Issues
Closely related to policy issues are a number of
concerns about the administration of water policies ·and
programs.

These concerns include lack of coordination

between governmental agencies,
failure to serve clientele,

overlapping jurisdictions,

and problems with the ways in

which local water programs are managed.
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Need for
Agencies.

Better Coordination Among Goyernment

Lack of coordination is evident to traditional

water users and water user associations when they try to
use or change the use of water.
federal

agencies

various permits.

agencies act independently,
all legal

A multi tude of state and
Because these

it is difficult to verify that

requirements have been met.

To comply with all

regulations concerning water use requires excessive costs
of time and money.
Jurisdictional confusion concerning responsibilities
and management authority results ·in inefficient management
or

in some instances,

no management at all.

For example,

acequia mayordomos often do not have jurisdictional
authority over water sources when these sources originate

in national forest land.

This becomes a

problem when

supplies diminish as a result of upstream activities, e.g.,
beaver dams or other obstructions.
Ro 1 e of the u S
I

I

Fo r e s t

S e r v ice •

Fo r e s t

se rv i ce

officials often do not recognize the legitimacy of
traditional water user's rights and concerns.
concern for

Lack of

traditional communities is evident in a number

of cases where the traditional nam.es of creeks have· been
changed without public consultation.

Other problems arise

when the Forest Service allows excessive timbering on
acequia watersheds or when surface waters are diverted for
instream flow protection.

Better

coordination of federal

and local activities clearly is needed.
Service,

The

an important agency in the region,

more open, more flexible, and less bureaucratic.

u.s.

Forest

must become

Mutual

pomestic Administrative Issues.

Similar

problems exists for mutual domestics when upstream
activities threaten water quality.

For example,

upstream

timber harvesting or grazing on national forest or private
land may lead to contamination of downstream supplies.
However,

the mutual aomestic usually is unable to monitor

or control such activities both because they occur outside
of their legal

jurisdiction and there is no mechanism for

regular communication between the mutual domestic and
agencies who have jurisdiction upstream.
Many mutual domestics have to contend with poor
operations and maintenance procedures due in part to
inadequate management training as well as inadequate state
technical assistance.

Water quality may not be frequently

or effectively monitored,

and contamination is a

health concern in many of the region • s

serious

rural communities.

These problems are compounded by a severely limited revenue
base which results from the small number of customers in
most systems.

In some cases

inadequate rate structures,

the situation is worsened by
coupled with a

reluctance to

increase rates and collect delinquent bills.
Aceguia Administrative Issues..
are specific to acequias.

A number of problems

Many acequias only hold formal

meetings on an annual basis.

There is a need to meet more

often because acequia members often do not adequately
understand the acequia's powers,
bilities.

roles,

and responsi-

For example, users may not realize that acequias
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have the right to charge for services.
acequia management,

On the other hand,

ditch commissioners and the mayordomo,

often are reluctant to levy charges even though charges may
be the only means for

improving water delivery systems.

Technical assistance is provided in some cases by the Soil
Conservation Service but often is inadequate.
Indian Administrative Issues.

Indian Pueblos

incr.easingly use ditches for the delivery of irrigation
water.

The administrative mechanism is somewhat similar to

the acequia but entails a strict socio-religious protocol.
These practices are protected by federal
supercede state law.

In some pueblos, the establishment of

a separate domestic water facility
efficiency.

statutes and

is needed to improve

Pueblo water management offices also should

consider becoming more directly involved with their
counterparts in local, county, and state government.
Recommendations
Creation of a State Water Board.

Of course,

the

development of a planning process as well as the other
changes presented above will not guarantee that the needs
of traditional water users will be served adequately.
There also must be a stronger administrative commitment to
the enforcement and implementation of existing policies and
programs.

There is a clear need for

developing better

relationships between the water-using public and the
administrative agencies responsible for water management.
With reference to the Office of the State Engineer,

one

possible remedy is to form a Water Board both for
23

formulating policy and hearing appeals.
agencies,

Unlike most

state

no board or commission exists for appealing

decisions of the Office of the State Engineer.

Litigation

is often the result because individuals are forced to
appeal administrative decisions to district courts.
The rationale for

forming a New Mexico State Water

Board is based on our perception that water
transfers are 1 ikely to increase,
fashion,

in the coming years.

possibly in a

discussed above,
decisions.

dramatic

Transfers are necessary for

continued development because water
are fully appropriated.

rights

supplies in the region

Moreover,

recent

legislation,

makes it easier to appeal State Engineer

Therefore,

it appears that appeals will

increase in number and intensity.

Rather than dramatically

increase the workload of district courts and the costs to
litigants, we suggest the creation of a State Water Board.
Creation of a Water

Clearinghouse.

The lack of

coordination in the administration of water policy and
programs can also be addressed by the creation of a State
Water Board which might act in addition as a

one-stop

clearinghouse for water information and permits.
Alternatively,

a

clearinghouse could. be established as a

separate office.

We acknowledge that previous attempts to

consolidate state water agencies

into a

cabinet-level department have not been successful.
consolidated,

single,
Even if

there still might be coordination problems

because of the differing approaches and concerns of water
24

quality and quantity programs.

However,

existing programs adequately provide
users about
information.

none

of

the

information to water

responsibilities,

and related

A clearinghouse could address this problem by

telling interested parties exactly who to contact,
types of permits to ot?tain,

what

and by accurately describing

current water policies and programs.
A .less expensive but probably less effective
alternative to creating a

separate clearinghouse would be

to designate resource people within each water agency.

The

resource personnel would be under the direction of a single
per.son visibly placed in government,
of

the Governor

e.g.

or State Engineer.

within the Office
This person could

direct water-related inquiries to appropriate agencies.
However

formulated,

we expect that establishing a

clearinghouse function would stimulate better coordination
between water agencies as well as provide improved
information to water users.
Better Communications and Cooperation.

With

regard to

the overlapping of jurisdictions and the problems which
result,

we concede that there is no

multitude of agencies govern water

easy

in the

drastic changes such as consolidation or
established programs are

unlikely.

solution.

It

realistic to suggest relatively minor

region and

elimination of

is therefore more
administrative

changes which will result in improved water management.
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A

Simply stated,

there must be better cooperation among

the multitude of tribal,
water

local,

officials and agencies.

county,

state,

and federal

Our basic premise is that

each entity has its own legitimate concerns and
responsibilities with
their clientele,

regard to water.

To better serve

we recommend improving current

communication practices by establishing formal

and informal

network·s among natural resources organizations.
cases,

In some

merely increasing the circulation of important

documents among all affected agencies would help a

great

deal.
Although a number of water
exist,

resource associations

participation rates tend to be low.

However,

such

associations can help alleviate much of the jurisdictional
confusion which presently exists by improving
communications between water officials and water users.
Specifically,

establishment or expansion of public

relations actitivities including newsletters,
presentations, etc. is recommended.

Along similar lines,

a

regional clearinghouse tied into its statewide counterpart,
could also be beneficial.
Local Administration.

A number

of

internal

administrative problems were noted with reference to both
mutual domestics and acequias.

We feel

strongly that .m2.St.

of these problems are not caused by mismanagement but by
lack of adequate financial and educational
example,

resources.

with improved irrigation systems,
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For

many acequias

would "solve" many of their management problems.

Better

education on the rights and responsibilities of water users
might also encourage increased participation.
Suggested Changes.

However,

there are some

administrative and legal changes worth consideration.
First,

we encourage local water

user organizations to

implement changes in administrative practices which will
increase public participation.

For

example,

acequias might

consider having more regular meetings or publishing a
newsletter

in order to better inform their members about

acequia matters.

Second,

mutual domestics to

"local public bodies" might result in

significant advantages.

changing the legal status of

They would become eligible for

increased state assistance in monitoring water quality,
record-keeping,
local

and other

functions.

irrigation and domestic water

Third,

we encourage

user organizations to

develop and participate in regional associations.
sharing resources and expertise,

By

acequias and mutual

domestics can more effectively protect and advance their
interests.
Within the pueblos,

we encourage the continued

development of separate irrigation an:d domestic water
offices.

The leadership of acequia and mutual

user

domestic

organizations could be of assistance in developing an
overall plan.

The powers and scope of

organizations,

of course,

Pueblo.
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Indian water

are best determined by each

INFRASTRUCTURE

Issues
Many of the water problems· of traditional water

users

in the Upper Rio Grande region are due to infrastructure
Infrastructure is a technical

problems.

term which

refers

collectively to the physical characteristics of water
delivery systems.

For example,

the maintenance of

irrigation ditches is an on-going challenge to most local
communities.

The majority of systems are ancient,

ditches with limited or
Local

dirt

storage capabilities.

irrigation associations are plagued by a variety of

infrastructure problems including erosion,
seepage,

sedimentation which often results ·in an

insufficient flow for
and for
systems,

flooding,

all

irrigators at the end of the system

users during periods of

too,

are often outdated,

otherwise inadequate.

To a very

problems can be addressed by
procedures.

However,

drought.

Domestic

poorly designed,

limited extent,

or

these

improved administrative

the root problem

is access to

financial resources.
Financial Limitations.

By and large, local

communities do not have the revenue base needed to improve
water

system inf rast r uct ur e.

financial

assistance is possible,

While some governmental
the demand for

external

support requested by local communities often exceeds the
available funds.

An addi tiona! problem is that outside
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funding primarily goes to non-water projects.
water projects are funded,
agricultural
funding for

domestic rather than

projects are favored.

local

Even when

Federal and state

irrigation as well as flood protection

projects are especially meager.

For

example,

loans for

irrigation storage facilities are very limited and even
though inter est rates may be relatively low,
Interstate Stream Commission's loan program,

e.g.,

the

many acequias

are fiscally unable to meet matching requirements.

Recommendations
Indigenous and. traditional communities have severely
limited capital
properly develop,
Moreover,

resources and therefore are unable to
maintain or

improve local water

outside assistance is limited or

systems.

inadequate.

Financial, organizational, and technical problems follow.
Federal

Financial Support.

We strongly support the

continued availability of federal discretionary funding,
e.g.,

Community .Development Block Grants

these funds can be used for

(CDBG)

because

both public and private

ventures including water system restoration and
agricultural development.

Although· a

number

of Pueblos

have been able to use these block grant funds for
improvement of irrigation systems,

contemplated federal

cuts jeopardize this program's future.
Non-Indian traditional water user organizations face
an· additional challenge because they must apply through
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county governments which influence CDBG funding decisions
made by the state.

Unfortunately,

acequia projects have

not been funded since irrigation apparrently is not a
current priority item.

Moreover,

funding

formulae

tend to

discriminate against areas without a substantial population
base which is a further obstacle to rural water user
organizations.
priorities.

We therefore recommend a reconsideration of
Irrigation,

essential to the viability of

traditional communities,
priority.

Moreover,

should be assigned a higher

need should take precedence over

population size in certain situations.
State Financial Support.

State funding

sources) also needs to be improved.
to be allocated for

Additional monies need

rural water systems because the demand

clearly exceeds the supply of funds.
example,

(from internal

Currently,

for

mutual domestics must rely primarily upon

emergency appropriations and even this supply is severely
depleted.

In the case of initial funding,

state agencies

must help local systems determine the true costs of a
system.

Too often,

hidden costs such as amortization,

operations and maintenence,

and depreciation have not been

included or have been underestimated.

Unfortunately,

addressing infrastructure needs will be costly,

in large

part because rural water systems have been chronically
undercapitalized.
Establishing Conditions for

Financial Assistance.

We

are not recommending just "throwing money" at the problem.
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In fact,

money alone has not and will

structure problems;

not solve infra-

financial assistance must be contingent

upon certain conditions.

Specifically,

financial

grants

should require establishment of utility rate structures and
depreciation and operations reserves.

Such provisions

would ensure repayment of indebtedness as well as provide
adequate funds for

system maintenance.

We

recognize that

mandatory requirements may be resisted but this is the pill
that must be swallowed.
For communities with severe revenue generation
limitations,

a matching formula should· be implemented.

Educating local water user associations about proper
management and maintainence procedures also should be the
responsibility of funding agencies.

By the same token,

local water users need to educate the funding agencies
about local issues and problems.
Local water systems also should explore means of
generating local revenues.

In some situations, water rates

should be increased keeping in mind that unfair burdens
should not be placed on lower income members.

Acequias

should consider developing a water trust or water banking
system whereby

surplus waters are leased.

Small domestic

systems also should explore leasing options as well as
financial

cooperatives.

The challenge is to adapt

strategies that have been designed for larger municipal and
irrigation systems.
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Organizational Solutions.

A number of rural systems

are pursuing organizational means for

resolving their

infrastructure problems and these efforts deserve
recognition.

For example, mayordomos may be shared among

two or three acequias systems which saves money,
efficiency,

and provi<;les full

situations,
shared.

time employment.

increases
In

other

diversion points and other facilities are

In sum,

consolidation and sharing are strategies

well worth consideration.
A variation on the same theme is the establishment of
regional water system as so cia tions.
lor example,
domestics,

In San Juan County,

a confederation of municipalities, mutual

and other water organizations meet to exchange

information and develop strategies of mutual concern.

We

recommend creation of similar organizations in the Upper
Rio Grande counties.
The water trust idea can also be considered an
organizational solution since collective ownership of water
might provide an incentive to planning and hence,
efficiency.

improved

Many of the region's Pueblos provide a model

for non-Pueblo communities because water rights are held
collectively.

Collective ownership .enables a wider variety

of uses including leasing or allocation to revenue
generating activities.
Technical Solutions.

We support the continued

development and adoption of appropriate technology which
will significantly reduce system costs.
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Techniques for

conserving water abound

including ditch lining with low

cost materials,

drip irrigation,

surplus water

storage tanks.

cluster wells,

and use of

In addition,

recycling

projects by and large have become much more attractive than
traditional approaches.
implemented,

Each of these techniques,

if

would significantly reduce infrastructure

problems.
However,
constraints,

state and federal

legal and administrative

rather than technical limitations,

prevent adoption of

improved techniques.

recommend revision of those statutes,
laws, which inhibit conservation.

e.g.

often

Therefore,

we

state water

In addition, we strongly

support continuation of education and construction programs
designed to foster

the implementation of appropriate

technology at both the state and federal
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levels.

SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS

OVERVIEW:

On September

9-11,

1985,

the Upper Rio Grande

Symposium was held at the Ghost Ranch Conference Center.
Approximately seventy individuals attended
for a list of participants).

(See Appendix 4

The purpose of the symposium

was to present the Upper Rio Grande Working Group's draft
report to traditional water users from the region and other
individuals

involved in regional \'later management.

symposium was designed to facilitate formal

The

and informal

discussion of the water problems in the region,

to obtain

feedback on the desira.bility and feasibility of the Working
Group's proposals, and to identify future action steps.
A keynote speech by Gilbert Pena,
All-Indian Pueblo Council,

Chairman of the

opened the symposium.

Mr.

Pena

noted that the symposium signified an· important start in
initiating a dialogue among traditional water users towards
an amenable solution of emotional water
them.

issues. dividing

Citing the traditional and spiritual

land and water
forefathers,"

Mr.

rights,

importance of

"rights handed down from our

Pena contended that traditional water

rights should not be sold or given away.

State government

officials have not been concerned about the rights of
traditional water users,

and so it has become especially

important for Indian and Hispanic leaders to establish ties
to protect their interests.

Furthermore,

water, a clear and beautiful thing,
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it is ironic that

can become so murky in

litigation.

Mr.

Pena ended his remarks by emphasizing the

crucial importance of water issues for tradi tiona! peoples:
"the very lives and the future of our children are at
stake."
A series of discussion groups were held on the second
day.

There were about twenty people assigned to each group

and each session lasted for

just over an hour.

The

discussion group sessions considered the working group's
recommend at i o·n s

in t h r e e a r e a s :

development,

(2)

education,

administration, and infrastructure.

(1)
and

p r e s e r vat i on and

(3)

water policy,

During the second day,

the symposium reconvened to hear brief statements from the
region's Congressional delegation representatives.
Following the final

discussion group session,

symposium

participants attended one of three action committee
meetings.

Action committees were organized for

mutual domestics,

and tribes.

acequias,

The action committees were

asked to identify steps that could be taken to further the
interests of their particular group.
A plenary session was held on the third day of the
symposium.

Reporters summarized the previous day's

discussion group and action committee sessions and a
general discussion followed each report.

The following

sections provide a general summary of comments and
recommendations made during the symposium.
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SUMMARY OF GROUP DISCUSSIONS
PRESERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Generally,

the symposium participants endorse the

Working Group 1 s views on the importance of preservation and
controlled development within the region.
discussion groups,

In each of the

participants agreed that there needs to

be a cha.nge in the orientation and underlying philosophy
for managing water.
more generally,

Specifically,

state water

development policies,

policy,

and

have placed too much

emphasis on individual economic gain and too little
emphasis on the community.

There is clearly a need for a

state policy which protects and enhances community values
and which balances competing needs for water more fairly.
Traditional water users generally oppose policies which are
based on a
development.

strict economic valuation of water-dependent
Social values of traditional water

must be considered.
Group 1 s

use also

While some noted that the Working

recommendations "reinvented the wheel," most agreed

that assembling the views of traditional water users in one
document had not been done and therefore was quite useful.
Priorities
Many participants emphasized the immediacy and
severity of water problems in the region.
for

There is a need

traditional water users to act quickly and

effectively.

Some participants observed that the first and

most important task

is to preserve water
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rights within

communities before they are lost or sold.

This task should

precede any discussion of regional
Traditional water. users need
needs of traditional

explain the plight and

communities to legislators and agency

officials at the county and state level.
impact of water

development.

Specifically,

the

rights transfers on families and commu-

nities needs to be identified.

At the

same time,

the

benefits to the state of preserving traditional communities
should be conveyed.

While some suggested that

tourism

is

enhanced by the preservation of tradi tiona! communities,
others contended that tourism is a major threat to
preservation.

More generally,

some argued that the Working

Group's recommendations were diluted by the attempt to
compromise preservation and development.
view,

According to this

the Working Group should not try to

"walk the line

between preservation and development."

Instead,

preservation should be more strongly supported and
development more strongly opposed.
The Importance of Local Initiative
A number of participants believe that water and
development policy needs to be created from the bottom up.
That is,

local communities should develop their own

policies so that they are not overwhelmed by outside
interests.

Along the same lines,

some suggested increasing

the water management authority of local communities.
Specific steps to be taken include community organizing,
edu9ational campaigns,

and town water
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meetings.

A number

of participants observed that water conflicts within
communities usually are not caused by traditional water
users.

Conflicts are the result of the activities of

outside interests such as state water management agencies
and private land developers.

It therefore becomes

especially important for local communities to assert
control over water policies.
The recent endorsement of public welfare criteria by
the legislature and the courts was cited by some
participants as a hopeful sign because it provides an
excellent opportunity for
unwanted development.

local communities to control
Specifically,

thought it would be appropriate for

some participants

local governments to

declare a moratorium on all water transfers until a
development plan is implemented.

Others advocated transfer

of individually held water rights to community organizations such as acequias as an alternative means for
determining transfers,
water laws

'vhile some recommend changing state

in order to make it more difficult to transfer

water from agriculture.

There seemed to be general

agreement that state water laws are oriented to development
and transfer

of water

rights.

This emphasis should be

balanced with policies that encourage retention of water
rights.
Planning for Growth
A number

needs a

of participants contended that New Mexico

statewide growth management plan similar to plans
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adopted in other states such as Oregon.

The plan would be

based on the premise that progress doesn't necessarily mean
building something new.

The cultural

uniqueness and

attractiveness of the state h:ts a lot to do with preserving
and enhancing traditonal
rural

uses of water.

The economies of

regions can be promoted by the development of

industries which are compatible with traditonal
water.

For example,

agricultural

uses of

production could be

supplemented with businesses which sell finished products
rather than raw materials,
plants,

tanneries,

etc.

e.g.,

slaughter houses,

packing

Such a plan would require changes

in state water law to encourage conservation.

For example,

farmers should be provided financial assistance to adopt
more efficient water use practices such as drip
irrigation.

The saved water might then become available

for other types of development.
Technical Assistance to Agriculture
Improving technical assistance to the region's farmers
was

strongly endorsed by symposium participants.

A number

of participants contended that state agricultural
assistance

is biased in terms of orientation.

State

extension agents are oriented toward working with
commercial

farms.

One participant noted that extension

tend to be "quantity" rather than "quality"
oriented.

They fail

to appreciate the advantages of trade

and barter systems which have existed in the region for
hundreds of years.

Instead,
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they tend to advocate a

"big

is beautiful" mentality that

oriented agricultural
chains,

for

example,

is destructive of

systems.

community

Dependency on retail

removes capital from local

perpetuating the poverty of the

region.

food

economies
Technical

assistance agents need to recognize that for many,
agriculture provides supplemental

income and nourishment;

it is not a monolithic enterprise \'/here net profits are the
principle objective.
Most participants seemed to agree with the Working
Group's

recommendation for

increased funding of technical

assistance within the region while at the same time
acknowledging that the prospects for
are bleak.

financial

State technical assistance to agriculture is

underfunded and understaffed and in many
are

assistance

poorly trained.

A number

instances,

agents

of participants noted that

technical assistance to farmers could be improved by making
better use of existing agricultural agencies including the
Soil Conservation Service and county extension agents.
Others suggested that assistance should not be limited to
advice on crops.
improvements also

Support for

irrigation system

should be included.

For example,

construction of small storage facilities would improve crop
production by extending irrigation periods.

EDUCATION
The symposium participants devoted a
amount of time discussing educational issues.
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significant
First,

there

was significant concern about the content of water
education materials.

Some noted that

cultural, and

the spiritual,

importance of water was not being

taught in our schools.

Students may be

receiving a

bias

view when they only learn about water management through
official accounts such as
another dimension,
about

u.s.

Forest Service films.

Along

participants noted that information

rights and related topics was too technical and

therefore difficult for

lay per sons to understand.

The

content needs to be translated for general consumption.
The responsibility for the content and format of water
eddcation curricula also was discussed.

Education for

traditional water users does not appear to be a priority to
either the State Legislature or state and federal water
agencies.

Therefore, there is a need for traditional water

users to become more involved in water education.
Traditional water users must secure resources to develop
and

implement their own educational programs.

The

Symposium participants emphasized that information about
the traditional

importance of water needs to be

disseminated to public schools, water users,
governmental

officials.

should be shared.

Responsibility for

Just as state agencies

traditional water users,

the media,

and

educatibn

need to

educate

users need to educate agencies

about local customs and laws.
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Education Recommendations
A number

of specific recommendations were made for

improving current educational
could teach the

practices.

Public

importance of traditional water

bringing in mayordomos and other water
speakers.

Apprenticeship programs

use by

users as guest

should be developed

where students would receive credit for
community ditch associations.

schools

working with

Students should also be sent

to hearings and other events where they can learn about
water

conflicts and local history.

Teachers also could be

prov_ided in-service training by local water
order to educate the general public,
should be made more

interesting.

officials.

In

community meetings
Some

participants

suggested integrating water education with community
cultural events,

while others suggested organizing rallies

in response to crises which threaten the community.
similar lines,
directive to

some participants advocated a

Along

statutory

require state agencies such as the Office of

the State Engineer to meet with acequias and other local
water officials in well-publicized,

open meetings held in

the local community.
In addition to general education,

traditional water

users need to know how to find answers to specific
questions.
changes

More generally,
in water

they need to

keep abreast

law and management.

considerable discussion about establishing a
water

of

There was
traditional

user organization that would incorporate the best
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features of Acequias del Norte,
Council,

the Eight Northern Pueblos

and the New Mexico Rural Water Users'

Association.

Unlike

these organizations,

such an

organization would include Indian and non-Indian
traditional water

users and would serve as both a

clearinghouse and a

center for

developing educational

materials and services for traditional water users.
A number of participants contended that a
clearinghouse would be of limited educational value because
relatively

few

people would use it.

Public hearings if

well advertised in local communities would be more
edu.cational.

Along the

same lines,

some participants

proposed holding water conferences in specific hydrologic
areas of

the

region.

For example,

Chama and the Rio Grande,
manage water.

in the area between

approximately twenty-two acequias

A conference specifically designed for

individuals interested in water management could be
extremely educational.

WATER POLICY, ADMINISTRATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
In consideration of the Working Group's
recommendations in this area,
discussion as well

there was considerable

as suggestions for

modification.

The

Symposium participants generally agreed with the Working
Group that there is a need for

alternatives to the

excessive litigation which characterizes state water
conflicts.

Litigation discourages
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rather

than encourages

cooperation among traditional water users and benefits
largely accrue to non-traditional

interests.

Symposium

participants generally supported mediation and negotiation
as alternatives to costly court procedures.
Some participants recommended defunding litigation
through legislative means,
in South Dakota.
occur,

an approach that has been used

Others noted that litigation would still

but the state would not be able to intervene on

behalf of the public welfare.

As an alternative,

some

participants contended that having traditional water

users

develop stipulations or agreements· among themselves with
regard to water claims would be a more effective means to
avoid litigation.
State Water Board

The state water board concept was opposed by many
participants because they saw it as "another layer of
bureaucracy."

A state water board might

increase state

authority over water while at the same time diminishing
local discretion.

Increasing state power

therefore

is

contrary to the more desirable option of decentralizing
management authority to the regional
there was considerable concern
accountability of a state water board.

level.

In addition,
about the

Who would establish

it and who would control it?
There seemed to be general agreement that too much
power was concentrated in the Office of the State . Engineer
specifically and,

more generally,
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at the state level.

While many agreed that there should be some way to appeal
decisions of the Office of the State Engineer other than
through the district court,

a state level board would be

less desirable than an appeals board located and controlled
by local interests.

Some recommended that county boards of

commissioners could hear appeals while others recommended
establishment of district boards.

Boards could be

developed using the state's educational board system as a
model.

The local board would be composed of community

representatives plus one state representative appointed by
the Governor.

Overall, the sentiment of the group strongly

favored local as opposed to state control of water policy
and administration.
A vocal minority of participants questioned the need
for

either a

changes

state water board or any other significant

in state water laws.

They noted that there are

existing statutes that require the Office of the State
Engineer and other state agencies to recognize local
customs.

Protection of the public welfare was cited as one

example.

The solution is to enforce existing statutes, not

develop a set of new policies.

Local agencies too do not

necessarily need new laws because current laws generally
give them considerable authority.

Lack

of

initiative therefore is the real problem,

resources and
not existing

laws.
Clearinghouse
In response to the Working Group • s
establish a one-stop

recommendation to

considerable discussion
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ensued.

Some participants argued that a

clearinghouse

would not be feasible at least in terms of providing a
one-stop 1 o cation . f o r wate r· p e r mi t s •
Governor Anaya's service centers,
purpose,

have not worked well.

They note d that

established for a similar
Moreover,

they thought

it

unlikely that the legislature would grant administrative
authority for permit approval to any one agency.
addition,

In

many concluded that securing funding would be

difficult and,

once again,

some argued that clearinghouses

and any other reforms should be the result of local,

not

state, initiative.
In contrast, many participants supported the idea of a
clearinghouse.

One

important task that could be performed

would be to disseminate water

information.

Some suggested

that the New Mexico Water Resources Research Institute
might perform this function by establishing regional
centers throughout the state.

Other participants supported

the clearinghouse concept as a type of review center which
could coordinate various levels of decision making.
these lines,

Along

some favored the formation of an interagency

body similar to the Council of Governments where a
comprehensive management view might be. developed.

It was

generally agreed that such a body must represent the entire
community including Pueblo tribes and water users
associations.
Infrastructure
There was considerable discussion related to financing
water system infrastructure needs in local communities.
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Part of the funding problem is the matching requirement
where local agencies must provide some proportion
15% )

of the monies for projects.

(usually

Many participants

contended that ditch associations and mutual domestics
often are not able to raise enough money and in
consequence,
possible.

needed repairs and other
Others disagreed.

improvements are not

They countered that 15% is a

minimal ·amount and is the best way to insure that local
communi ties will be responsible for
maintenance.

system operations and

They noted that "giveaway programs" often are

unsuccessful and therefore should be discouraged.
In a
for

related discussion,

participants noted the need

better coordination between state and federal

policies.

For

example,

funding

some cited state legislation that

provided funds for local communities to meet federal
ma t c h i n g r e q u i r em en t s •

Ho ,., eve r ,

t h e fed e r a 1 agency

responded by reducing their funding grants by 15% which in
effect negated the
participants further

state policy.

In addition,

criticized federal

some

policy which in

their view was oriented toward emergency repairs and
short-term projects rather than towards long-term
investments.
a

In response to these problems,

some contended

state water policy board should be established both to

oversee state money invested in projects and to respond to
citizen complaints related to funding decisions.
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There was general agreement on the need to develop
innovative

revenue

generation techniques.

of alternatives such as water banking,

In a

leasing,

discussion
and trusts,

many participants concluded that innovations are not
realistic in most cases because there
available.

Others,

though,

is no surplus water

thought that water trusts were

an excellent idea that could easily be implemented by local
water user organizations including tribes,
mutual domestics.

Finally,

acequias,

some suggested that

and

it was

important to make sure that participation in a water trust
was voluntary.

SUMMARY OF ACTION GROUP DISCUSSIONS
Each of the action committees discussed a number of
problems,
problems,
for

identified impediments to the solution of these
and then developed a

recommendations

Reporters were selected for

future action.

committee.

series of

each

The following sections summarize the reporter's

statements as well as include various comments made during
the action committee meetings and the plenary sessions.
r1utual Domestics
The committee first

considered how to deal with the

lack of coordination that is evident among mutual domestic
For example, new subdivisions often develop water
delivery systems that are not linked with existing mutual
domestic systems.

potential solution

A

systems in order to pool
efficient service.

A

is

consolidate

revenues and provide more

key barrier to this
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to

solution

is the

fact

that many existing systems have already

invested in

their systems and therefore have little incentive to join
others.

However, ·consolidation need not be limited to

sharing of physical

facilities.

Mutual domestics should

consider the consolidation of services.
Because all systems could benefit from better
planning,

the committee recommended joint planning

activities among neighboring domestic systems.

Currently,

no state monies are available for planning.
adequate planning,

Without

mutual domestics will continue to

deteriorate and be a burden on the state.

Therefore,

a

funding mechanism for. planning should be developed by the
state legislature.

Specifically,

the Sanitary Projects Act

should be amended to provide funding for

long range

planning and the development of engineering feasibility
reports.

(Currently, the Sanitary Projects Act is unfunded

but still in the books.)
The second problem area considered by the committee
was current state financial

assistance.

Generally,

state

assistance programs are designed to provide funds for
physical facilities and repairs such as for
pipes.

Unfortunately,

of public meetings,
not supported.
aside a

management

record keeping,

tanks and

needs such as the costs
and fee collection are

The committee therefore recommended setting

small proportion of grant monies to address the

community aspects of mutual domestic water management.
Specifically,

5-10% of each annual appropriation to the

Water Supply Construction Act fund should be set aside to
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address

the

lack

of

operators and for

training

for

small water

systems

boards of directors of mutual domestic

water associations..

These monies can be set aside through

a statutory change similar to the current state practice of
setting aside 10% of each appropriation for emergency funds
for public water

supply projects.

The areas of training

that need to be addressed include water
operations and maintenance,

system management,

bookkeeping and accounting,

and

evaluation of rate structures within their. water supply
system.
The third area considered by the committee was the
role of consulting engineers hired by the state to help
mutual domestics.
Environmental

The Local Government Division and the

Improvement Division have for a number of

years neglected the vital comunnications link to local
communities that could be provided by the Boards of the
mutual domestics.

Because of convenience,

these agencies

primarily communicate with the consulting engineer
by the community while bypassing or
Boards of Directors.

Therefore,

that the Office of the Governor
that requires regular,

selected

ignoring the elected

the committee recommended
should establish a pol icy

informative communications betwe.en

these agencies and the Directors of mutual domestics on all
matters related to funding,

engineering,

t0\'7ards construction of water

supply projects.

and progress
Consulting

engineers should be sent copies of this type of
but should no longer
communication link.
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serve as the

The committee also considered rate structures.

The

committee strongly opposed the establishment of any type of
regulatory oversight over rate

setting.

Such oversight

would infringe upon the rights of board of directors to
establish their own rates.

Instead,

recommended the development of a

the committee

system of education to

teach boards of directors how to develop and implement an
adequate rate structure that allows for

current and future

costs of operating and maintaining their water systems.
The state can play a key role by receiving requests for
training from mutual domestics,
t ralner,

designating an appropriate

and helping fund the costs of training.

This

training program could be financed through water supply
construction monies as discussed above.
Aceguias
The acequia action committee included a wide range of
participants who strongly believe that the acequias are an
essential ingredient

in the community life of the region.

The committee supported the establishment of regional
organizations which can serve the shared objectives of the
acequias.

Specifically,

even though quite a

organizations currently exist,

few

acequia

there is a need for

mayordomos and others involved in acequias throughout the
state to meet on a yearly basis in order to share ideas and
resources.

The committee acknowledged that limited

resources are a key obstacle to regional acequia
organizations.

Identifying and securing outside funding
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such as foundation grants therefore should be pursued.
addition,

In

the acequias should develop and strengthen their

ties with state and federal

legislators.

Acequias often

are unaware or poorly informed about funding opportunities.

The committee therefore

list of funding

recommended developing a

sources to be made available to acequias

and other irrigation projects.
Another area considered by the committee was water
trusts and water

banking.

The committee believed that

trusts and similar innovative techniques for
water

protecting

rights and increasing revenues are appropriate

vehicles in some areas.
implemented in
same lines,

They should be studied and

response to local initiative.

Along the

acequias are encouraged to pursue consolidation

and sharing of physical and human resources in order to
avoid duplication and increase the quality of service.
The committee was especially concerned about the
attrition of water rights and,
scarcity in the region.

more generally,

water

The committee specifically

recommended studying the status of '"later commitments made
within the region.

In particular,

a

determination should

be made in regard to the availability .of excess water which
accompanied construction of the San Juan-Chama diversion
project because there may be some additional water that
could be made available to acequias.
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The committee believed that acequias should enter into
constructive dialogues with their Pueblo neighbors.
reaching mutually beneficial agreements,
could be avoided.

By

costly litigation

As a first step, an educational campaign

should be initiated in order to explain to the general
public the issues and the stakes involved.

More generally,

acequias and individuals served by acequias are encouraged
to document the historical use of water
community.

Recording declarations of water

in their

rights and

local water customs is an important task because such
information helps substantiate water claims and can be
useful in the event that rights are legally challenged.
addition,

In

such information can help traditional water users

negotiate agreements to prevent disruptive and costly
litigation.

Recording information is

relatively

inexpensive and should be done as soon as possible in order
to preserve the important information which often is only
remembered by elders in the community.
Finally,

the committee strongly believed that

education must play a central

role.

Specifically,

the

youth of acequia communities should be encouraged to learn
about the community ditch systems and traditions and to
become involved with acequia management and issues.

Tribes
The committee was very dissatisfied with the legal
syst.em as a means to resolve water
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disputes.

Litigation

weakens the tribes.
current water
people.

Tribes cannot argue in court that

use must recognize the needs of unborn

The court doesn't accept the notion of collective

rights and concepts such as private ownership do not
correspond to the Tribal way of thinking.

Tribes often

have not learned how to tell their lawyers to do what the
Tribes want.

Instead,

the

reverse

is often true.

It is

unfortunate that the money spent on litigation is used to
pit people against one another,

not to resolve problems.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars are lost, money that could
be used to construct better water systems.

The tribal

action committee therefore strongly supported the concept
of negotiation among traditional water users.
Negotiation must be based upon the traditional value
systems shared by Hispanic and Pueblo water
region.
areas,

users in the

Hispanics and Native Americans live in the same
eat the same food,

schools,

and share the same knowledge.

emphasize respect for
elders,

send their children to the same

and for

spiritual,

the land,

one another.

for

Both cultures

the wisdom of their

The shared cultural,

and traditional values should provide the basis

for meaningful negotiated settlement of water disputes.
Negotiation should be based on equality of interests.

The

goal is to honestly communicate true needs and share
equally with both parties satisfied,
trying to gain from the other.
position,

not with one party

The concern for money,

and personal gain must not

negotiations.

influence

Negotiation needs to be established on the
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spiritual level.
Tribal

This is the traditional way practiced by

forefathers:

negotiation

negotiation based

"under the peach tree,"

honesty, trust,

and true concern for

one another.
Although the tribes are linked to Hispanic communities
in many ways,
are no longer

customs such as the blessing of the waters
practiced in some villages.

Traditional

agreements are no longer remembered nor understood.
Because customary rights were guaranteed under the Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo,

this document should be recognized,

perhaps by incorporating it into the State Constitution.

Moie generally, ways to share infrastructure with
non-Indian traditional communities need to be developed.
Tribes need to learn more about water

issues.

There

should be careful consideration given to establishing
compacts between the tribes in order to counteract State
power and reverse the erosion of tribal water rights.

The

Navajos recently agreed to a Statement of Intent with New
Mexico.

This same device could be used by other tribes in

the State in order to more clearly establish tribal
concerns and rights.
It is a Tribal responsibility to take care of land and
water

resources,

children.

resolve differences,

Educating the children

is especially

because they are the hope for the future.
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APPENDIX 1
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF THE UPPER RIO GRANDE WORKING GROUP
GUSTAVO CORDOVA:
Gustavo Cordova is the Program Manager of
the Water Supply Section of the New
Environmental
Improvement Division.
His office has statewide jurisdiction in the enforcement of the Safe Drinking Water Act
through 22 field off ices of EID.
He holds a l-1aster of
Science Degree in Environmental Biology, is a native of
northern New Mexico, and is the recipient of several awards
and honors including Who's Who in Technology Today, Who's
Who in the West, Community Leaders of America, New Mexico's
Outstanding Environmentalist, and Outstanding Young Man of
the Year.
His principal expertise is in water quality,
sanitation and identification of contaminant levels, supply
operations and management, and drinking water contaminants
and health.
PATRICIO GARCIA:
Born in Rio Chama on a ranch that he
still works, Patricio Garcia's concerns have been with
irrigation water rights and domestic community water
systems.
He helped organize Las Acequias del Norte, and
developed a simple bookkeeping system for
He also
has served as Mayordomo and Commissioner for his local
ditch.
JOHN GONZALES:
John Gonzales, Professional Planner and
owner of Pueblo Enterprises, a consulting firm, served as
Lieutenant Governor of San Ildefonso Pueblo the last two
years and presently serves on the Tribal Council as Sheriff
and the All-Indian Pueblo Council as Secretary-Treasurer.
As Lt. Governor, Mr. Gonzales was involved in San
Ildefonso's water rights litigation, State of New Mexico,
ex. rel. , S. E. Reynolds, State Engineer v s. R. Lee Aamodt,
et al., and United States of America, Pueblo de Nambe,
Pueblo de Pojoague, Pueblo de San Ildefonso, Pueblo de
Tesugue, Plaintiff-In-Intervention.
Mr. Gonzales has
conducted research on regional development to define its
impact on San Ildefonso's water resources.
He served as an
Economic Development Specialist with the Eight Northern
Indian Pueblos Council, a Tribal Planner with San
Ildefonso, and other positions involving him in Indian
Affairs.
Currently, Mr. Gonzales is assisting in
developing water resource educational materials for use in
a series of presentations to be held later this year in
communi ties in Northern Mew f.'lexico.
Gonzales graduated
from Stanford University in 1980 with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Political Science and from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1982 with a Master in City
Planning . degree with a specialization in Regional Economic
Development.
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WILFRED GUTIERREZ:
Mr. Gutierrez' 24 years of community
involvement include serving in the following
organizations:
Member, Acequia De La Canova; lvlember and
former Commissioner, Acequia Del Medio; Member and cur rent
Commissioner, Acequia De Los Garcias; Member and current
Commissioner, Acequia De Los Chi cos; Chairman, Las Nueve
Acequias Steering Committee, a local organization
comprising nine local non-Indian acequias in the Velarde
area; Chairman, Las Acequias Del Norte Association, a
statewide organization Qf New Mexico acequias; Chairman,
Communities United GO Protect the Rio Grande, an
organization formed in 197 4 to protest the construction of
El Llano Canal.
Raised on a farm, since age 14 he has
participated in the local acequia organizations.
He still
owns and maintains a farm in Velarde and is very interested
in issues concerning land and water.
ARTURO JARAMILLO:
Arturo Jaramillo is a farmer and
businessman in Chimayo.
He also is President - Manzana
Center Inc., Director - United New I-iexico Bank of Santa Fe,
Director - KSAF TV 2, Director - Santa Fe Opera, Director Siete del Norte, l-tember- Santa Fe County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Committee.
JOSEPH LITTLE:
Born and raised on the Mescalero-Apache
Indian Reservation, Joe Little is an enrolled member of the
Mescalero-Apache Tribe.
His mother is San Juan Pueblo.
He
received his B.A. from the University of New Mexico, and a
Law Degree from U.N.M.
School of Law in 1975.
He
maintained a private law practice from 1978 to 1984 and
during that period was General Counsel to the All-Indian
Pueblo Council, three pueblo governments, and Special
Counsel to one pueblo.
He has administered water studies
for the Rio San Jose, the Rio Jemez, and the IJiiddle Rio
Grande and established a water rights office for the AllIndian Pueblo Council.
In January 1985, he became the
Executive Director for the New. Mexico Office
of Indian
Affairs and also currently serves on the New Mexico
Governor's Task Force on Water Resource Management.
JOSE H. LUCERO:
Jose Lucero is the current New Mexico
State Director of the Soil and water Conservation Division,
Natural Resources Department.
The division serves 47 soil
and water conservation districts statewide.
His prior work
experience includes the following:
1981-82 -- Director of
Northern New Mexico Community College, Rural Development
Foundation, El Rio, N£.1.
1979-81 -- Director of Geothermal
Research, Santa Clara Pueblo.
1977-7 9 -- Taos Pueblos'
first tribal administrator.
1972-77 -- Instructor of
Vocational Agriculture/Horticulture, Espanola Municipal
Schools.
Married to Faustina H. Lucero, with three
daughters, Emilia, Felice, and Maria-Helena, the family
lives in the Santa Clara Pueblo.
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ANDRES ARAGON 1-lARTINEZ:
Since early childhood, Andres
Martinez has been interested in plants and their need for
water.
He used to watch his grandfather, Jose Lino Aragon
apply water to tiny plants, not flooding them, but adding
water slowly, until the ground around the plants was
saturated.
As a student at
School, Albuquerque, he
learned from the farmer-teacher,
Jones, how to irrigate
alfalfa and garden crops.
In 1927 he learned about the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, and how small
farmers were promised an abundance of irrigation water.
Instead of the promised water, the small farmers lost their
farms because they could not pay the Conservancy dues.
During the period of the early 1960s he went twice to
washington with a delegation from New Mexico to fight for
New Mexico's share (11.25%) of the San Juan River water.
Throughout his life, he has been active in a number of
water issues and organizations.
ERNEST E. ORTEGA:
Gene Ortega is Executive Director of the
Home Education Livelihood Program, Inc., in Albuquerque.
He is responsible for overall administration and management
of the statewide multipurpose development corporation which
provides services in skills training, day care centers,
real estate and housing for senior citizens and the
handicapped.
He is President of Management Consultants
Unlimited, Inc.
He has served on the Board for National
Congress for Community Economic Development.
Mr. Ortega
has provided training to the Board of the San Juan
Community Development Corporation (San Jan, Puerto Rico),
and the Board of Dineh Cooperatives, Inc.
(Chinle,
Arizona).
Mr. Ortega has been active in providing training
and technical assistance to many Tribal Councils and
agencies, including Standing Rock Tribal Council, Northern
Cheyenne Tribal Council, Rosebud Sioux Tribal Council,
Dakota Association of Native Americans, Montana . Association
of Native Americans, etc.
Ortega is Vice-Chairman of
the Albuquerque Development Commission and has participated
in international rural development workshops in New Delhi,
India, and Israel.
VICTOR c. SANDOVAL:
Victor Sandoval was born and raised in
Chacon, New f4exico (Mora County) •
Mr. Sandoval is a
self-employed rancher and farmer and has been active in the
local acequias his entire life.
He also has participated
in a number of community development projects including
rural economic development and rural health care.
FABIOLA TETER:
Faby Teter was born and raised in Taos
County and grew up in a small rural area known as Arroyo
Hondo, New Mexico.
Arroyo Hondo is eleven miles north of
Taos and is still one of the loveliest 1 i ttle valleys in
Northern New Mexico.
Because she gre\-1 up with farming, she
learned early on to recognize the importance of our two
most· precious resources, land and water.
In the last five
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years, she has been actively involved in community issues
related to water use and is presently a Ditch Commissioner
for one of the ditches in Arroyo Hondo.
Recently, she was
involved in the fight against the pollution of the Rio
Hondo which is a h_igh quality mountain stream that provides
the only source of water for domestic use, irrigation of
crop land, and livestock.
She works for Northern New
Mexico Legal Services in Taos as a paralegal primarily on
land and water litigation.
FRANCES VIGIL:
Housewife, mother, and grandmother, Frances
Vigil lives in San Cristobal, New Mexico, about 18 ·miles
north of the town of Taos, where her family owns 48 acres
of land.
The family raises livestock and grows their own
vegetables, most of which are stored or canned for winter
use.
She has served as Secretary-Treasurer of the San
Cristobal Mutual Domestic Water Consumers Association since
1976.
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APPENDIX 2
Regional and Local Problems Identified By the Working Group
Regional Problems
1.

The market value of water rights varies in responses
to external factors, creating differences in price;
when litigation begins, the market value increases.

2.

The irrigation ditches (aceguias) throughout the
region require constant maintenance due to seepage and
other conditions.

3.

lJiut ual domestic associations have poor systems
ongoing requirements such as operations
maintenance (O&M); after water supply systems
installed, there is no funding or revenue to pay
O&M costs.

4.

The availability of water is becoming a problem in
some communities due to increases in population.

5.

The methods currently used for appropriating water to
communities and municipalities are unfair; the size of
the population is not the only factor considered, a
policy which favors municipalities (due to watering
requirements for parks, lawns, etc.) over unincorporated areas.

6.

Competition for water resources is increasing due to
the demands of recreation, mining and municipal water
users, resulting also in increased pollution.

7.

Many water problems continue unsolved due to· confusion
over jurisdiction, levels of authority, roles of water
institutions, overlapping authorities, etc.

8.

There is a lack of planning around region-wide issues;
most water planning occurs within city and county
boundaries.

9.

There is a lack of cooperation with maintaining
irrigation ditches particularly with regard to the
annual cleaning.

10.

The rate structures for mutual domestic water systems
are inadequate; the revenue base needs to be improved.

11.

The main water
be protected.

(irrigation)
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delivery systems need to

12.

The acre feet. allowed for different community wells is
not equitable; some wells are allocated more acre feet
than others even when community population size is the
same.

13

Water shortages during peak use periods occur without
any sources available to supplement.

14.

Water is now perceived as a "non-renewable" resource;
socioeconiomic and environmental impacts need to be
considered.

15.

Historical relationships between Indian and non-Indian
communities prejudices possible negotiations in water
disputes.

16.

Irrigation ditch delivery systems need to be improved,
for example, headgates.

17.

Need to curtail the proliferation of small mutual
domestic systems by promoting a regional concept such
as through county-wide planning and consolidation of
small systems.

18.

Irrigation practices need to be improved.

19.

The government attitude toward water and its usage
favors development interests.

20.

Small family farmers need technical assistance
appropriate to their scale and needs, particularly
with marketing.

21.

Need aboriginal definition of water
federal.

22.

Systems for administering water are not efficient.

23.

Traditional
users do not know all the methods
available for protection of their water rights; an
educational program is needed.

24.

Laws are unfair when they allow the transfer of wat·er
from the irrigated valleys to development projects in
the mountains.

25.

Need more mediation and less litigation; litigation is
costly and does not allow for enough discussion and
understanding.

26.

Water is perceived as a "commodity" item; need to have
a more holistic perspective.
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27.

There is not enough water for agriculture.

28.

Adjudication is not adequately understood.

29.

There is a need for education of traditional water
users on their-legal rights.

30.

There is a need for general education on water.

31.

State statutes don't provide enough protection to
traditional water users.

32.

There is a need for a comprehensive state water plan,
and a comprehensive state water policy.

33.

No economic incentive exists for innovative uses of
water which often results in loss of water rights.

34.

Not enough concern exists for the water demands which
result from increased
and population
growth.

35.

The State Engineer isn't responsive to the needs of
small farmers.

36.

Institutional barriers make problem solving difficult.

37.

Too many permits at too many agencies are required for
using water.

38.

There is too much power in the State Engineer's
Of if ice.

39.

Environmental mistakes such as erosion, poor drainage,
etc., have long-term impacts on water quality and
quantity.

40.

Agriculture and domestic activities threaten water
quality.

41.

Lack of under standing of traditional values associated
with water is a problem.

42.

There is lack of state support for small local water
organizations including both acequias and mutual
domestics.

43.

Instream flow protection practices by federal and
state forest agencies threatens water supplies of
traditional water users.
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44.

There is a lack of federal, e.g., the Soil Conservation Service, and state funds to support local
acequia projects.

45.

There is lack . of cooperation among local water
(both individuals and groups) •

46.

There is a lack (or difficulty in) enforcing rules and
regulations which govern local water use.

47.

There is lack of p.olitical clout at state level for
acequias.

48.

There is a need for
commission.

users,

a state acequia board or

Local Problems
1.

The public misunderstands or is ignorant of the Aamodt
Case.

2.

Some aceguia associations fail to have their required
annual meetings7 the mayordomos do not call the
meetings.

3.

Small mutual domestic associations have problems
collecting on the rates because of personal and family
relationships within the community, there is a need
for a 3rd party bill collector.

4.

Communities need flood protection dams.

5.

Downstream water users (valley areas) experience
shortages because of rapid snowmelt in the spring7
skiing development projects have cut down trees,
causing early and rapid snowmelt.

6.

Tennis ranches, condos and other development projects
have displaced families (forced to move out, sell
water rights); the competition for water brought about
by development has caused water shortages and other
adverse impacts on community and family life.

7.

Rights-of-way and trespass issues create problems on
Tribal lands.

8.

Changes in Tribal government every year prevent
continuity of administration.
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9.

Water contamination is a problem with some mutual
domestic systems; there is a lack of community
awareness regarding health issues and the dangers of
drinking contaminated water.

10.

Agricultural·· land is being converted to commercial
uses.

11.

Increased development has social impacts:
divides
community and creates resentment against newcomers.

12.

Tribes need right of access into non-Indian lands for
religious purposes.

13.

Aboriginal titles to water-ways need to be cleaned up.

14.

Indian water rights need to be quantified.

15.

The quality of domestic wat.er supply needs to be
improved.

16.

Public perception of Tribes and notion that tribal
governments are not capable of regulating and
administering water usage.

17.

Water quality of community domestic systems needs to
be monitored.

18.

Community acequ i a
problems.

19.

Water quantity of community domestic systems needs to
be monitored.

20.

Water is being over-used and over adjudicated through
absurd mathematics.

21.

There is lack of understanding of acequia' s and mutual
domestic's powers, roles, and responsibilities.

22.

There is lack of interest in local water management.

23.

There is a need for water education on local level,
e.g., in the elementary schools.

24.

There are a lack of development opportunities, e.g.,
cash crop markets, which often results in population
loss, especially among the young who leave to find
work.

25.

There are no incentives for
e.g., leasing.

systems st i 11 encounter eros ion
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innovative water uses,

26.

There is loss of prime agricultural
developments.

27.

There is loss of water to downstream users due both to
State
regulations and the lack of small
retention resevoirs.
(Since storage facilities often
don't exist, shortages often occur in summer months).

28.

Release of water from Army Corps projects damages
local diversion works.

29 •

There i s 1 o s s
ditches.

30.

There is a need for better mechanism for collecting
user fees in
acequias and local domestics.

31.

Water quality sampling of local systems water is
inadequate.
(It is done infrequently and/or
inefficiently).

32.

There is lack of community water and/or drainage
systems in certain communities.

33.

There is lack of power to protect local systems from
upstream activities, e.g., beaver dams, rodents, etc.

34.

Certain traditional uses of water, e.g., livestock
watering and laundering, are not sanctioned by current
definitions of how irrigation \'later in acequias can be
used.

of wate r
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APPENDIX 3
1
2

HOUSE BILL /
37TH LEGISLATURE

FIRST SESSION, 1985

3
4

5

6
7
8

9
10

AN ACT

11

RELATING TO WATER; DEFINING STANDING TO PROTEST WATER RIGHTS APPLICA-

12

TIONS; AMENDING CERTAIN SECTIONS OF THE NMSA 1978 REGARDING PUBLIC WEL-

13

FARE AND CONSERVATION CRITERIA AND REGARDING NOTICE PROVISIONS; DECLAR-

14

. ING AN EMERGENCY.

15

..J
I

16
17

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO:
Section 1.

PURPOSES.--The state of New Mexico recognizes the im-

IJ

u

18

portance of public welfare and conservation of

...
-4
....a

19

its public waters.

20

timate concerns involving public welfare and conservation of water in a

21

manner which avoids unduly burdening the administrative and judicial

22

processes.

in administering

This act affords standing for those asserting legi-

IJ
J

'"'
'a
J

23

-

24

J

J

..
)

25

Section 2.

Section 72-5-5 NMSA 1978 (.being Laws 1965, Chapter

285, Section 6) is amended to read:
"72-5-5.

OBJECTIONS TO APPLICATIONS--PUBLICATION OF NOTICE--
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1

FILING OF PROTESTS--DEFINITION OF STANDING.-L_ Whenever·· an

2

3

5

6
7
8

9
10

tisement by virtue of the provisions of Chaoter 72, Article 5 [C:.epte:

1978, the advertisement shall state that objections or protests to the

13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20

21
22

23

24
25

may be filed with the state engineer

granting of

within ten days after the last publication of

If

objection or protest is timely filed, the ·state engineer shall advise
interested parties [thereof], and a hearing shall be held as otherwise
provided by statute.
B.

11

12

is filed which requires adver-

Any cerson. firm or corooration or other entitv ob1ecting

that the

of the aoolication will be detrimental to the

objector's water right shall have standing to file obJections or orotests.
the

Anv oerson, firm or corooration or other entitv objecting that
of the aoolication will be contrarv to the conservation of

water within the state or detrimental to the oublic welfare of the
state and showing that the obJector will be substantially and soecificallv affected bv the grantin2 of the aoolication shall have standing to
file objections or orotests.

Provided, however. that the state of New

Mexico_or any of its-branches, agencies. deoartrnents. boards, instrumentalities or institutions. and all ·oolitical subdivisions of the
state and their

instrumentalities and institutions shall have

standing to file ob1ections or orotests."
Section 3.

Section 72-5-6 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1907, Chapter 49,

Section 27, as amended) is amended to read:
&.7

HB-192

1

FILING OF PROTESTS--DEFINITION OF STANDING.--

!:. Whenever·an applicatiqn is filed which requires adver-

2

3

tisement by virtue of' the provisions of Chaoter 72, Article 5 [ c:.apte .

4

7S, !lew H_.c.:ee Seaeute:!l

5

1978, the advertisement shall state that objections or protests to the

6

granting of

1

within ten days after the last publication of [a_.:c] !h! notice.

8

objection or protest is timely filed, the state engineer shall advise

9
10

!.3

e::.• e.. ..:e.:!]

application may be filed with the state engineer
If

interested parties (the.eoE), and a hearing shall be held as otherwise
provided by statute.
B.

11
12

1953 Se ... i'.:.:!..tier.,

Anv cerson. firm or corooration or other

that the 2ranting of' the aoclication will be detrimental to the

13

obJector's water ri2ht shall have standing to file objections or oro-

14

tests.

15

Anv oerson. firm or corooration or other entitv

that

the 2ranting of the acclication will be contrarv to the conservation of

16

water within the state or detrimental to the oublic welfare of the

17

state and showin2 that the obJector will be substantiallv and soecific-

18

19

allv affected bv the

of the aoolication shall have

file ob1ections or crotests.

Provided. however. that the state of New

20

Mexico or any or its·branches.

21

mentalities or institutions. and all ·colitical subdivisions of the

22

23
2q

25

state and their

to

deoartrnents. boards, instru-

instrumentalities and institutions shall have

standing to file oblections or orotests."
Section 3.

Section 72-5-6 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1907, Chapter 49,

Section 27, as amended) is amended to read:
&.7

HB-192
1

"72-5-6.

[ 151 133. 'I d. ]

HEARING--APPROVAL--PERMIT. --Upon the re-

2

ceipt of the proofs of publication, accompanied by any statutory fees

3

required at this time, the sta.te engineer shall determine,. from the

4

evidence presented by the parties interested, from such surveys of the

5

water supply as may be available and from the records, whether there is

6

unappropriated water [evailabel] available for the benefit of the ap-

7

plicant.

8

to the conservation of water within the state·and is not detrimental to

9

the public welfare of the state, the state engineer shall endorse his

If so, rne] and if the prooosed aoorooriation is not contrarv

10

approval on the application, which shall {ehereupon] become a permit to

11

appropriate water, and shall state in such approval the time within

12

which the construction shall be completed and the time.within which

13

water shall be applied to a beneficial use; provided that the state

14

engineer may, in his discretion, approve any application for a less

15

amount of water or may vary the periods of annual use, and the permit

16

to appropriate water shall be regarded as limited accordingly.

17

time allowed by the state engineer for completion of works or applica-

18

tion of water to beneficial use

19

plexity of the project, but in no case shall exceed five years from the

20

date of approval

21

in addition thereto within which to apply water to a beneficial use;

22

provided that the state engineer shall have the power to grant exten-

23

sions of time for completion or works or application of water to bene-

24

.use as provided in Section [ 13 of thi!J Aet:] 72-5-14 NMSA 1978."

25

Section 4.

The

be governed by the size and com-

which to complete construction, and four years

1978 (being Laws 1907, Chapter 49,

Section 72-5-7
68
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1

Section 28, as amended) is amended to read:

"72-5-7.

2

[ i51 13'!. !e.]

APPLICATION--REJECTION--NONCOMPLIANCE

3

WITH RULES--(PUDLIC !!ITEns::] CONSERVATION AND PUBLIC WELFARE.--If, in

4

the optnion of the state engineer, there is no unappropriated water

5
6

available, he shall reject such application.

7

the requirements of the law and

He shall decline to order

the publication of notice of any application which does not comply with

a

rules and regulations

.........

1
( b
,

a

He may also refuse to consider or approve any application or

9

notice of intention to make application or to ·order the publication of

10

notice of any application if, in his opinion, approval (t:._._ef] would

11

be contrary to

12

state or detrimental to the oubtic welfare of the state."
Section 5.

13

14

inb-.--el the conservation of water within the
Section 72-5-23 NMSA 1978 {being Laws 1907, Chapter

49, Section 44, as amended) is amended to read:
"72-5-23.

15

[ ;s·

I

·r=""
I ...,0.

l WATER

TO LAND--CHANGE OF PLACE

16

OF USE.--All water used in this

17

as otherwise provided .in this article, shall be considered appurtenant

18

to the land upon which it is used, and the right to use ( th- ss...e] it·

19

upon

20

consent of the owner of the land, but, by and with the consent of the

21

owner of the land, all or any part of

22

from [said]

23

purtenan e· to other land, or may be transferred for other purposes,

24

without losing priority of right theretofore established,- if such chan-

25

ges can be made without detriment to existing water .rights and are not

for irrigation purposes, except

land shall never be severed from the land without the

land, [ene] simultaneously
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right may be severed
and become ap-
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1

Section 28, as amended) is amended to read:

"72-5-7.

2

( ·--1 1......•

·e
-· 1

3

WITH RULES--(PU3L!C HITEn::':] CONSERVATION AND PUBLIC W'ELFARE.--If, in

4

the optnion of the state engineer, there is no unappropriated water

5

available, he shall reject such application.

6

the publication of notice of any application which does not comply with

7

the requirements of the law and [the] rules and regulations

8

].

He shall decline to order

.........

,
( h'

He may also refuse to consider or approve any application or

9

notice of intention to make application or to order the publication of

10

notice of any application if, in his opinion, approval (t:._. __ :] would

11

be contrary to

12

state or detrimental to the oubtic welfare of the state."
Section 5.

13
14

____ :] the conservation of

within the

Section 72-5-23 NMSA 1978 (being taws 1907, Chapter

49, Section 44, as amended) is amended to read:
"72-5-23.

15

TO

WATER

OF PLACE

16

OF USE.--A11 water used in this

17

as otherwise provided .in this article, shall be

18

to the land upon which it is used, and the right to use (th¥ sa-e] it·

19

upon

20

consent of the owner of the land, but, by and with the consent of the

21

owner of the land, all
or any part of
.

22

from

23

purtenant to other land, or may be transferred for other purposes,

24

without losing priority of right theretofore established; if such chan-

25

ges can be made without detriment to existing water rights and are not

for irrigation purposes, except
appurtenant

land shall never be severed from the land without the

land,

simultaneously
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1

contrary to conservation

2

to the oublic welfare of the state, on the approval of an application

3

of the owner by the state engineer.

4

water within the state and not detrimental

ap

the e:l'plieane mtlat Si'le noeiee ehereof bv ptiblieaeien, in

5

the form teqtlired by ene aeaee

6

ti;e weeks in a

7

of

(Before the

once a week fer tbr-e eo"aeeu

of genera: eiteulaeien in

ene

whieh ehe erect er eraees of land may be 3ibt1ated.]

a)stem
Publication of

8

notice of aoolication, opoortunity for the filing of objections or oro-

9

tests and a hearing on the aoolication shall be provided as reauired bv

10
11
12

13

Sections 72-5-4 and 72-5-5 NMSA 1978."
Section 6.

Section 72-5-24 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1907, Chapter

49; Section 45, as amended) is amended to read:
"72-5-24.

( 151 157. ]

CHANGE OF PU.RPOSE--CHANGE OF POINT OF

14

DIVERSION.--An appropriator of water may, with the approval of the

15

state engineer, use the same for other than the purpose for which it

16

was appropriated or may change the place of diversion, storage or use

17

in the manner and under the conditions prescribed in Sections [15i 131

18

e:nd 15 1 156 aa e:mendeel herein

19

allowed eo ehe dee .. imenb of bhe righb3 of ot:he .. 3 LatiMg vel.:d and

20
21

22
23

rignea eo ehe

el,a:t no st1eb el,ange :3bal1 be

ef the wate.3 ef aaid seteem a)abem] 72-5-3

and 72-5-23 NMSA 1978."
Section 7.

Section 72-12-3 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1.931, Chapter

131, Section 3, as amended) is amended to read:

24

"72-12-3.

APPLICATION FOR USE OF UNDERGROUND WATER--PUBLICATION

25

OF NOTICE--PERMIT.--
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A.

1

2

3

Any person, firm or corporation or anv other entity de-

siring to appropriate f.or [ir.igae:en
any of the waters described in Chapter

beneficial

72, Article 12 NMSA 1978

4

shall apply to the state engineer in a form prescribed by him.

5

application, the applicant shall designate:
(1)

6
1

In the

the particular underground stream, channel, arte-

sian basin, reservoir or lake from which water will be appropriated;
(2}

the beneficial use to which the water will be ap-

10

(3)

the location of the proposed well;

11

(4)

the name of the owner of the land on which the well

8
9

12

plied; .

will be located;

-13

(5)

the amount of water applied for;

14

(6)

the place of the use for which the water is de-

(7)

if the

15

sired; and

16
17
18

is for irrigation, the description of

the land to be irrigated and the name of the owner of the land.
B.

If the well will be located on privately owned land and

19

the applicant is not the owner ·of the land or the owner or the lessee

20

ot the mineral or oil and ga.s rights under the land_, the application

21

shall be accompanied by an acknowledged statement executed by the owner

22

ot the land that the applicant is granted access across the owner's

23

land to the drilling site and has permission to occupy such portion of

24

the owner's land as is necessary to drill and operate the well.

25

subsection does not apply to the state or any of its political sub-
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1

divisions.

2

the permit and statement,. executed by the owner of the land, recorded

3

in the office of the county clerk of .the county in which the land is

4

located.

5

If the application is approved, the applicant shall have

C.

No application shall be accepted by the state engineer

6

unless it· is accompanied by all the information required by Subsections

7

A and 8 of this section.

8

9

D.

Upon the filing of an

the state engineer

shall cause to be published in a newspaper of general circulation in

10

the county in ·which the well will be located, at least once a week for

11

three consecutive weeks, a notice that the application has been filed

12.

and that objections to the granting of the application may be .filed

:13

within ten days after the last publication of the

14

firm or corporation or other entity objecting that the granting of the

15

application will imoair the objector's water right shall have standing

16

to file objections or protests.

17

other entity oblecting that the granting of the aoolication will be

18

contrary to the conservation of water within the state or detrimental

19

to the public welfare of the state and showing that the oblector will

20

be substantially and soecifically affected by the' granting of the

21

aoplication shall have standing to file objections or protests.

22

vided, however, that the state of New Mexico or any of its branches,

23

agencies, deoartments, boards, instrumentalities or institutions, and

24

all political subdivisions of the state and their agencies. instrumen-

25

talities and institutions shall have standing to file obiections or

.Any per.son,

Any person, firm or corooration or

. 72
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1
2

orotests.
E.

After the ·expiration of the time for filing objections,

3

if no objections have been filed, the state engineer shall, if he finds

4

that there are in the underground stream, channel, artesian basin,

5

reservoir or lake unappropriated waters or that the proposed appropria-

6

tion would not impair existing water rights from the source, is not

7

contrary to conservation of water within the state and is not detri-

8

mental to the public welfare of the state, grant the application and

9

issue a permit to the applicant to appropriate all or a part of the

10

waters applied for, subject to the rights of all prior appropriators

11

from the source.

12

F.

If objections or protests have been filed within the time

13

prescribed in the notice or if the state engineer is of the opinion

14

that the permit should not be issued, the state engineer may deny the

15

application without a hearing or, before he acts on the application,

16

may order that a hearing be held.

17

action by certified mail sent to the address shown in the application."

18

19

20
21

Section 8.

He shall notify the applicant of his

Section 72-12-7 NMSA 1978 {being Laws 1931, Chapter

131, Section 7, as amended} is amended to read:

"72-12-7.

CHANGE OF LOCATION OF

IN USE ON APPLICA-·

!ION--TEMPORARY CHANGE.-A.

The owner of a water right may change the location of his

23

well or change the use of the water, but only upon application to the

2q

state epgineer·and upon showing that the change will not impair ex-

25

isting rights and will not be contr.arv to the conservation of water
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1

within the state and will not be detrimental to the public welfare of

2

the state.

3

ment and hearing as are prescribed in the case of original applica-

4

tions.

5

6

The application may be

B.

only after such advertise-

When the owner of a water right applies for a temporary

of not to exceed one year for not more than three acre-feet of

1

water to a different location or to a

use, or both, the state

8

engineer shall make an investigation and, if the change does not per-

9

manently impair any vested rights of other.s, he shall enter an order

10

authorizing the change.

If he.finds that the change sought might im-

11

pair vested rights, he shall order advertisement and hearing as in

12

other cases.

13

C.

If objections or protests have been filed within the time

.14

prescribed in the notice or if the state engineer is of the opinion

15

that the permit should not be issued, the state engineer may deny the

16

application or, before he acts on the application, may order that a

17

l8

19
20
21
22
23

be held.

He shall notify the applicant of his action by certi-

fled mail sent to the address shown in the application."
Section 9.

Section 72-12B-1 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1983, Chapter

2, Section 1) is amended to read:
"72-12B-1.

APPLICATIONS FOR THE TRANSPORTATION AND USE OF PUBLIC

WATERS OUTSIDE THE STATE.-A.

The state of New Mexico has long recognized the impor-

24

tance of the conservation of its public waters and the necessity to

25

maintain adequate

supplies for the state's water requirements.
74.
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1

The state of New Mexico also recognizes that under appropriate condi-

2

tions the out-of-state

3

not in conflict with the public welfare of its citizens or the con-

4

servation-of its waters.
B.

5

and use of its public waters .is

Any person, firm or corporation or any·other entity in-

6

tending to withdraw water from any surface or underground water source

7

in the state of New Mexico and transport it for use outside the state

a
s

or to

the olace or ouroose of use of a water

from a olace

in New Mexico to a olace out of that state shall apply to the state

10

engineer for a permit to do-so.

11

state

12

circulation in the countv in which the well will be located or the

13

stream svstem from which surface water will be taken. at least once a

14

week for three consecutive weeks. a notice that the aoolication has

.15

Uoon the.filing of an aoolication. the

shall cause to be oublished .in a newsoaoer of

been filed and that oblections to the

or· the aoolication mav

16

be filed within ten davs after the last oublication of the notice.

17

oerson, firm or corooration or other entitv ob1ectinE that the

18

of the aoolication would imoair or be detrimental to the ob1ector's

19

water

20

oerson. firm or corcoration or other entitv

21

of the aoolication will be contrary to the conservation of water within
the state

shall have standing to file oblections or orotests.

Anv

Anv

that the

detrimental to the oublic welfare of the state and showing

23

that the obleceor will be substantially

24

the

25

or orotests.

of the aoolication shall have

soecifically affected bv
file ob1ections

Provided. however. that the state of New Mexico or anv of
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1

its branches. agencies, deoartments, boards, instrumentalities or in-

2

stitutions, and all political subdivisions of the state and their agen-

3

cies, instrumentalities and institutions shall have standing to file

4

oblections or orotests. The state engineer shall accept for filing and

5
6

act upon all applications filed under this section in accordance with

7

notice of the application and shall thereafter proceed to consider the

8

application in accordance with existing administrative law and proce-

9

dure governing the appropriation of

the provisions of this [eee] section.

10

C.

The state engineer shall require

or ground water.

In order to approve an application under this act, the

11

state engineer must find that the applicant's withdrawal and transpor-

12

tation of water for use outside the state would not impair existing

13

water rights, is not contrary to the conservation of water within the

14.

state and is not otherwise detrimental to the public welfare of the

15

citizens of New Mexico.

16

D.

17

In acting upon an application under this act, the

engineer shall consider, but not be limited to, the following.factors:
(1)

the supply of water available to the state of New

20

(2)

water demands of the state of New Mexico;

21

(3)

whether.there are water shortages within the state

(4)

whether the water that is the subject of the appli-

18

19

22
23
24

Mexico;

of New Mexico;

cation could feasibly be

to alleviate water shortages in

the state of New Mexico;
7.6
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the supply and sources of water available to the

(5)

1

2

applicant in the state. where the applicant intends to use the water;

•

and

j

(6)

4
5

the

placed on the applicant's supply in the

state where the applicant intends to use the water.
E.

6

By filing an application to withdraw and transport waters

7

for use outside the state, the applicant shall submit to and comply

8

with the laws of the state of New Mexico governing the appropriation

9

and use of water.

F.

10

The state engineer is empowered to 90ndition the permit

11

to insure that the use of water in another state is subject to the same

12

regulations and restrictions that may be imposed upon water use

13

state of New Mexico.
G.

14

Upon

approval of the application, the applicant shall

15

designate an agent in New

16

and other legal notices."

17

lB

Section 10.

the

for reception of service of process

APPLICABILITY.--The provisions of this act shall

apply to all applications before the state engineer filed after January
1' 1985.

20
21

22

.23

Section 11.

SEVERABILITY.--!£ any provision of this act is held

invalid, the remainder shall be null and void.
Section 12.

EMERGENCY.--It is necessary for the public peace,

health and safety that this act take effect immediately •
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APPENDIX 4
SYMPOSIUl4 PARTICIPANTS
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F. Lee Brown
Tim De Young
Ted Jojola
Jose A. Rivera
WORKING GROUP:
Members of the Working Group are listed in Appendix 1.
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An Painter
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Jon Thompson
Luis Torres
Reynaldo Torres
Manuel D. Trujillo
Al Utton
Maria Varela
Enriqueta Vasquez
Jacob Viarrial
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Fred Waltz

Herman Agoyo
Steve Arias
Amos Atencio
Herbert Blatchford
Rebecca Bustamante
f\iary Byrd
Don Childers
Juan de Vargas
David Fernandez
John Folk-William·s
Louis H. Gallegos
Sirkka Germain
Chuck Graham
Ginny Graham
Lucy Hilgendorf
Richard Holland
Sally Hyer
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Richard c. LeDoux, Jr.
o. J. Lougheed
David Lujan
Wilbert E. A. Maez
Polito E. Martinez
Alfredo Montoya, Jr.
Gerald Nailor
Diane Ortiz
Gilbert Ortiz
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